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HE WANTS TO KNOW

A SHORTAGE OF CLAMS

TIIREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

If Representative Smith of Maine
cannot get a satisfactory reason from
tne Social Security Board why fed
eral contribution to the needy blind
In Maine are not being made, he will
Subscriptions S3 oo per year payable ln seek a resolution of inquiry, he said,
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulaHe has communicated this position
tion and very
»to the Social Secuity Board in WashNEWSPAPEB HISTORY
'
Thc RocXland oazette was established 'r'8t°ni. D. C., saying that he has
in 1346 in 1874 the Courier was estau- always been interested in old age
Ilshed and consolidated with the Oazette
.
...
in 1882. Tiie Free Press was established ; assistance and other social contribuIn 18:5 and in 1891 changed Its name to t ons that many in Maine are suf
tbe Tribune These papers consolidated
March IT. 1897.
fering for lack of the federal con
tributions, that the State has provid
ed the necessary state funds.
"If I cannot get a frank statement
«•
There Is not a more pleasing
containing reasonable reasons for the
♦ exercise of the mind than gratl♦ tude.—Addison.
delay I shall be impelled to offer an
order of investigation to ascertain
why Maine ls not obtaining her share
ot federal funds," Smith wrote to the
Board.
Editor
WM. O. FULLER
Associate Editor
FRANK A WINSLOW
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THREE CENTS A COPY

COUNTED THE FIRE ALARM
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ONE BIG HAPPY DAY

Com’r Feyler Says Situation Is Acute and Hints Then Charlie Taylor Went At His Subject Like a Camden Outing Club Hasn’t Overlooked a Single
At Stern Measures

House Afire—Crusade Nearing Its Climax

Bet For Next Wednesday

Next Wednesday, Dec. are from the merchants’ new Christmean to take up the cross and fol
1, Camden Commandery mas stock, and each winner will relow Jesus? Well let us boil it right
ind entire Community ceive a worthwhile prize. Each player
down. It means three things. First,
will sponsor the second will receive a numbered ticket which
to leave sin. That may raise another
annual Outing Club least will have a chance on the grand
question: 'What is sin?' Sin is trans
wi'h an afternoon and prize to be awarded at the close of
gression of the law; sin is the lust of
evening of frolic and fun. this gala event.
flesh, the lust of the eye, and the
Knox County people will
For those who wish to ‘enjoy bridge,
pride of life.
•neet
their
friends
at
a
room
has been set aside, under the
“ft isn't always easy to explain to
Camden Masonic hall, able direction of Mrs. Finlay Calder,
beys and girls, or to older people
and are promised “more assuring each player of a pleasant
either. A lot of people especially
young people, come to me and say, fun than a barrel of monkeys." All evening of cards. For reservations
‘Charlie, can I do this or can I do proceeds will go to the Camden for the evening call Mrs. Finlay
Calder—Camden 2368. It is requested
that, can I go here or can I go Outing Club.
The "Monkeys'' will be let out of that you make your reservation
there?’ Why don’t you read the Bible?
If you want to look up any particular the barrel Wednesday afternoon at early.
For pool addicts and card players,
sins, read your Bible. Separate sins 2 o'clock, and fun and frolic will
reign
supreme
at
Camden
Masonic
the
fine facilities of the Camden Maare listed there.
“I never enumerate sins. I claim Hall for the next 11 hours, with sonic Club will be at your disposal at
something doing every minute.
| a nominal fee, under the supervision
that any person who knows right and
Choice of
A bridge party, with 25 tables, of Clayton R. McCobb and Zelma
wrong
knows
what
sin
is.
When
my
Soup, Fruit Cup or
little girl gets to be seventeeen or will comprise the afternoon's enter- M. Dwinal.
Tomato Juice Cocktail
Those wishing tables
If you like guessing games, Percy
eighteen, lf she has to have a dis tainment.
Roast Turkey or Roast Chicken
sertation on the subject of what sin should get in touch with Mrs. Alton Keller has it. You will have six
Dressing
Giblet Gravy
is, something ls wrong. IT you want Fiench—phone Camdtn 8364. Re- chances to win a live pig two chickCranberry Sauce
some good old sins that haven't serve your table early and don't miss . ens, some rabbits, a cage of white
Onions
Celery
been preached on for some time, look any of the fun and frolic. Tickets j mice, puppies, a duck, or some other
Sweet Potato
Mashed Potato
of our farmyard friends. This fine
in the book of Proverbs, and you will 25 cents a person.
Squash
Turnip
The "Big Feast" at which general display of live stock, under Town
find some. Here are some things God
Jellied Salad
hates: Proverbs 6:17, 18. 'A proud Chairman H. S. Corthell, is planning Manager Keller's direction, is sure
a faithful map of the locality was
Mince Pie
Pumpkin Pie
You Must Fight or Run
look, a lying tongue, and hands that to feed 650 persons from Knox Coun- to give plenty of laughter and assure
impressed upon his features, so that
Plum Pudding
~
he presented a positively startling
Dr. Taylor's subject Monday night shed innocent blood. An heart that ty towns will start promptly at 5.30 the lucky ticket holders of an interNuts
Roger Morang S Bicycle Ride picture when State Patrolman Ray to the young people was. "Fight or deviseth wicked imaginations, feet with plenty of food, and a feast fit j esting prize.
Tea or Coffee
that be swift in running to mischief for a King. The menu will consist of J The dance in the ballroom, featurIs Now the Epic of Starappeared upon the soene. brist- Run." He said in part:
In
days
of
old,
when
knights
I
a false witness that speaketh lies, delicious roast beef with brown ing that new "Big Apple" dance, with
*1.25
•
»*’ M'll
Iling with Interrogation marks,
rett 8 IVllllS
Dr jYgj Campbell’s services were were bold,” a challenge to mortal | and he that soweth discord among j Bravy. mashed Maine potatoes. Knox Orieve's Ambassador's, Camden's new
Make Reservations Early
combat was given by throwing down j brethren.' "
County squash, tasty turnips, onions dance band, will be under the direcBicycle riding Js very much in also re<lulsit-ioned.
Phone 602
a steel gauntlet or glove that cov-) In Interpreting this verse Charlie a la scallop, Pine Tree State cran- | tion of Charles Dailey, assisted by
vogue nowadays, but up in Apuleton
gUllty t0 lntoJtb
cation on the highway and a nomi- ered the hand. Few accepted the' said, “ A proud look; would you say berry sauce, Finlay s famous coffee j members of the Camden Fire Dfresides a man who views hls recent nal flne was lmp06ed sentence was challenge. They dressed you up in! that was sin? A kind of superiority home-made doughnuts and Maine ! partment.
ROUTE 17
ROCKLAND, ME.
MAVERICK STREET
A feature full length motion pic
experience with mingled feelings—re- suspended and he was placed on a tin suit, hauled you on the back of! complex, you know. ‘We are a little i aPPle cider, pumpkin, apple, squash.
]gret uppermost.
probation.
a horse, put a long lance at the end bit better than the rest of the world. anh mince pies baked as only Knox ture, has been arranged for your ap
of your saddle; sometimes that lance ! Our ancestors came over in the May-'County housewives turn them out, proval under the supervision of Mil
The man is Roger Morang. accord
was 15 feet long, and rested on a i flower.' Some people are proud of with a generous scoop of ice cream, ford A. Payson, through the courtesy
ing to the testimony later educed in
wooden stand. If you hand an op-I their name; some are proud of their I 'r,iw attractive and delicious ban- of Camden High School. A two-ln! Rockland Municipal Court, Roger
ponent at the other end of the field, education. _ Such a spirit is a sign of <!«« will be served by 25 charming one show, all for the price of—gentle
had gazed upon the wine while it
i htdies, members of the Outing Club, man 25 cents with their ladies free!
was red and that his hands lacked Discuss Community Building at a given signal you would use your a lack of education.
“
I
knew
a
man
who
took
four
de, who promise to give pleasing service.
La Grande Finale will be in .charge
their usual firmness as he underSound System and Hear,larce to punc,ure your, ™ent‘
,
“In the more effeminate days, a j grees at Harvard, and he was one of Camden's noted chefs will preside ln of Camden's famous auctioneer, Al
I took to guide the wheel down past
oergeant McCabe
| silken glove was slapped across the j the easiest persons to get on with! the kitchen.
phonso S. Prince, who assures you
i Starrett's Mill in Warren.
face if you wanted to fight. If you j But you take some other fellow who
Immediately after the repast, com- of an hour of old fashioned auction
And
he
never
saw
the
boy
whom
inform us that 30' < of the $3,700,000,000 ac
The Rockland Lions Club presented
eering excitement.
has to scrape up one degree, and he Portable seats can be enjoyed,
he presently struck amidships. The , somewhat thinner ranks when it met
cident less suffered by our citizens last year was
loves to talk as if he knew more than I Roof Oarden at the Masonic
hi addition to donations already
boy was so badly frightened that he ] at
The
Tho'r'ndlk'/nLw.,
you
a
sword;
you
faced
your
oppon
at The Thorndike Hotel Wednesday,
Temple at the Mammoth Beano will j pledged, there are needed: 85 pies,
occasioned by accidents sustained in the home;
will probably not resume his normal due in part to the proximity of Turkey I ent with one hand up in the air this anyone else.
be ready for your inspection and J 20 doz.' doughnuts. 2 bushels potatoes,
38,500 fatalities and 107,000 mutilations.
"A lot of people are proud of
growth until about 1940. His ma Day, and the fact that quite a num- way, and tried to use that sword and
evening
of fun. This beano is under three bushels onions, cranbetry sauce,
terial injuries fortunately, were com- jI ber of
members naa
had a “make-up' make your opponent a marshmallow their religion, saying, ‘I thank thee,
Housewife may now be reimbursed for finan
vi the
uir uiciMvcrs
the
direction
of H. H. Nash, who has: 60 ioaves of bread 12 pounds of cof!
on
the
end
of
it.
In
the
days
when
paratively slight.
God, that I am better than John
, at the Chamber of Commerce bancial loss so occasioned for small annual premium.
I went to school, we used to have our Smith, who goes down street and gets secured from local merchants dis- , fee. sugar, salt, pepper, butter, milk
And
what
of
the
Jolly
Roger?
The
!
quet.
Our privilege—and our duty is to advise you of
challenges to mortal combat too.
drunk.' If we would let other peo plays of prizes that are sure to meet and cream, napkins, soap and soap
impact caused him to take what is
The Vinalhaven Club was repre
this hazard—and its remedy—you must do
Sometimes we would place a piece ple discuss our merits, we would get with your approval, offering you both | flakes. Anyone wishing to donate
known in modem dictionaries as a sented Iby two of its popular mem
your house- | should call Olive Weaver, Haskell
on a.a whole
W UWIV SXZV
lot better.
azx.wa.V.4. And God practical supplies for
.
the rest.
"header.” He struck headforemost bers. Leslie B. Dyer and Charles Web of wood crosswise on the shoulder Ull
and say. "Knock it off!" Or we would says He hates a proud look, but that h01d' and suitable gifts for the holi- & Corthell. Cimden, or Mrs. diaries
in the roughest part of a road, and ster. who were cordially welcomed.
take a piece of chalk and draw a rim ‘he that exalteth himself shall be day season. Many of these prizes | Ronco, Rockland 933-WK.
Out of deference to the holidav
around ourselves and dare our enemy humbled, and he that humbleth him
"Duke" Annis. the club's pianist,
under pain of instant death to stand, self shall be exalted.'
played “Turkey in the Straw," with
Insurance Counsellors
DANCES RESUMED
inside that rim. But the answer to
saxophone obligato by Sidney Carr,
Swift Feet Spread Bad News
TELEPHONE 98,
ROCKLAND, ME.
AT GLOVER'S HALL, WARRENour challenge was just the same as in
and an impromptu dance by George
SATURDAY NIGHT, NOV. 27
"A lying tongue. We all know that
days of old. when knights were bold.
Sleeper.
Four-Piece Orchestra
is sin. No need to discuss that.
You must fight, or run!
A. W. Gregory, chairman of the De
Popular Prices, 15c and 30c
Hands that shed blood; we know that
A Spiritual Challenge
141-142 cember entertainment committee, an
is sin. Feet that be swift in running
nounced that next Wednesday's
“Now, men and women, boys and to mischief. How many feet there
speaker will be Ex-Mayor E. L. Brown, girls. I come tonight to give you a
are that go swiftly to spread bad
who will describe the Rockland busi spiritual challenge. It takes more
news, but oh, so slow to carry good
ness zone of 40 or 50 years ago.
courage to accept a spiritual chal news! And there are many young
Carl R. Oray, vice chairman of the roading in 39 of the 48 States, Mr.
The Community Building amplify lenge. but the answer is the same,
people whose feet can go twinkle,
Board of the Union Pacific Railroad Oray has spent a considerable amount
ing system was discussed at length either "Fight, or Run!" Let me ask
twinkle on Saturday night, but they
and former president of that road, of hls time each year there.
and left in 'the hands of an enlarged you to think it through. Nineteen
cannot go to Sunday School on Sun
Tuesday was elected a member of the
committee cum
comprising Duke Annis. hundred years ago, Jesus said to a
Mr. Gray was elected to the Maine
1,
- l
1
■ 1
•
Jg? committee
day morning. A false witness: I
Board by the directors of the Maine Central Railroad Board to fill thc
Stafford
Congdon.
few
farmers,
doctors,
lawyers,
fish

« oeorge siecper
think everybody despises a false wit
Central Railroad.
Wilbur Senter. Dr. James ermen,—‘Take up the cross, and fol
vacancy caused by the death of exr
J
i
.
i i i •
••
f iL
A Ensign Otis, WiD
ness. Telling lies about your neigh
His election, provided necessary ap Gov. William T. Cobb of Rockiand.
and Parker E. Worrey.
low me.' He offered them no earthly bors and acquaintances. The last
He started his railroad career in
fame. He did tell them they would one. ‘He that soweth discord among proval is received from the Interstate
Commerce Commission, will bring to 1883 as a telegrapher for the St.
rious phases of safe driving were face persecution and death. The Ro
brethren.’ If I were pastor of a
presented by Sergeant McCabe, who man cross was the emblem of death.
the Maine Central and New England Louis-San Francisco Railway and
church, I would have that printed
bore such a striking resemblance to Just as a man might call you and
one of the outstanding figures in won rapid promotion in various railand hung up in the lobby of the American railroading. Permission of J road capacities until he was elected
State Patrolman Oeorge I Shaw that ask you to wear an electric chair in
OPEN EVERY
church. Ood hates people like that.
MONTH OF
many could have sworn it was the your button hole.
the Interstate Commerce Commission president of the Great Northern
Those are sins. There is one ser
EVENING
latter. The pictures were from the
must be obtained because of ruling Railway in 1912. In 1914 he became
“Now, the amazing thing about It
DECEMBER
mon I hope if I ever have brains
that its approval Ls necessary if an president of the Western Maryland
General Motors plant.
is,—there was never such a challenge
enoug, to preach upon.
official hold office with more than Railway and in 1917 chairman of the
as Jesus made, based on such hope
“God says He nates wicked imagi one railroad.
Wheeling and Lake Erie Railway. Jan.
less possibilities. Yet men have ac
MEN’S DRESS SHIRTS ONE LOT BOYS' AND YOUTHS'
LADIES' AND MISSES'
nations. God doesn't look at your
Mr. Gray already is intimately con- 1, 1920, he became president of the
cepted that challenge and during the
SUITS
Regular
$1.75,
$2.00
SNOW PANTS
face. God knows the thoughts you versant with the problems of New Union Pacific system, which position
last 1900 years, do you know what
now $1.50, $1.75
•
$4.95 to $8.95
Regular S3.C0 to $4.59
have Inside your mind. Every honest i En8‘and's railroads. His father, Col. 1 he held until recently, when he bethe
people
have
done?
They
have
BY DAY, WEEK OR MONTH
o---------- o
In Attractive Gilt Boxes
of
Board
now $1.98
opened continents, crossed oceans, man and woman will tell you that the o c Gray graduated from Colby came ylce
WASHING & GREASING
ONE LOT
most difficult thing in this world is to
MEN’S° SWEATERS
climbed
mountains,
endured
hard

Co lege, and he himself has mainThe election of Mr. Gray is highly
MEN’S OVERCOATS
FORD GARAGE
clean, not your body.
LADIES’ SHOES
ships and died, contemptible death, keep your mind
,
j,
j
italned a summer home at Thomas- pleasing to residents of Knox County,
In Attractive Gift Boxes
585 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Regular
$25.00
Vo
$45.00
g summer resldent
Regular $3.00 to $5.00
but there is not a man or woman, Manv people wash their bodies day j ton many years and despjte his M he has
DE.AD STORAGE
at Reduced Prices
now $5.95 to $15.50
136-141 boy or girl, living in free America, after day, but never wash their varied duties in connection with rail- of Cushing many years.
now $1.49
o---------- o
but ewes all the liberty you have to minds. Lots of men have a mind like
ODD LOT CHILDREN’S
MEN’S DRESS HOSE
MEN’S DRESS’ SHIRTS
day to the people who for the last a sewer, when we know what they rowfully. Some people say, 'Money is other word is ln Ephesians, where
Regular 25c—ltayon and Wool
SHIRTS,
DRAWERS
Regular $1.00 and $1.25
1900 years have had the courage to are thinking.”
the root of all eveil.’ Is that what Paul says. “Brethren, be ye Imitators
Expert Radio Repair
now 2 pairs for 29c
AND
UNION
SUITS
A Definition of Sin
accept
the challenge of Jesus to go
AU makes radio receivers
the Bible says? No; the Bible says of God.” To follow Jesus means to
now 89c
Regularly 75c
Work Guaranteed
out and fight for Him.
MEN’S BATH*ROBES
"Now," said Dr. Taylor, “do you the love of money is the root of all ----------- -------------------------------------Tubes Tested Free
(Continued on Page Eight)
ONE LOT
"I want you to see that everyone understand what sin is? I will give evil.
now 29c
Regular $4.00 to $5.00
MAINE MUSIC CO.
could do as much for the next 25 you a definition for sin. Sin is any
If God lets you make a million dol- j
MEN’S TIES
Member of Radio Mfgrs. Service
LAMPSON & HUBBARD
years to bring righteousness to thing in your life that keeps you from lars honestly than that money could YOUR FAVORITE ROF.M
now $2.49
(Cheney Cravats)
124-tf
u
—o
Rockland and make this a veritable following Jesus Christ. I never tell
Regular $1.00
HATS
“jec' t0 th« 8’°^ °f Ood Too
, hgd my
w
ODD LOT OF CHILDREN'S
In Attractive Gift Boxes
heaven on earth, if you would have you you must give up this or that or many people love the power that have made a rule to read some poetry
Regularly $5.00
SNOW SUITS
now 79c
the courage to take up the cross and the other. I tell you you must come money brings. Jesus said ‘I have got and llsten w >ome music at least once
now $3.49
a week The l0M of these tastes la •
WE BUY
o-----------<>
Regular $5.00 to $6.00
follow Jesus."
to Jesus and put Him flrst, and if you to be first. Love of pleasure, love . 'oss of happiness —Charles Darwin,
WOMEN S, MISSES’ AND
of
self,
love
of
dress,
are
just
as
------now $3.95
Never Enumerates Sins
put Him flrst, all other things shall
CHILDREN'S
MITTENS
much roots of evil as the love of
thanksgiving
AND SILVER
be
added
unto
you.
And
remem

OVERSHOES
In answering the important ques
. Wp Praise thee. Ood. for harvests earned.
Men’s Horsehide
money Anything in .......
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
MILL END BLANKETS
your life that The fruits of labor garnered in;
Regular $1.25
tion of following Christ, the speaker ber, if you expect to become a Chris
JEWELER
keeps you from putting Jesus Christ But pral,e thee morp ,or 8011 unturned
Fleece Lined
$1.25 to $1.89
said, “Some of you High School tian, you must leave sin and make _ . , , .
I From which the yield ia yet to win!
now $1.00
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
first, is sin."
Regularly $1.00
Christ
the
center
of
your
life.
o
o
young people may say, 'What does it
| We praise thee for the harbor's lee
ONE LOT
"Look at that young fellow who
now 89c
The Worth While Girl
And moorings safe tn waters still;
MEN’S SCARFS
But more for leagues of open sea.
HORSEHIDE COATS
came running to Jesus, and saying,
Regular $2.50. $1.25
In
continuing
to
answer
the
quesWhere favoring gales our canvas nil.
Leather Choppers
Regular $12.00
'Good Master, what shall I do to in
now $1.25, 75c
Regularly 89c
tion,
“
What
does
it
mean
to
follow
We
praise thee for the Journey's end.
now $7.98
herit eternal life?' Jesus said, 'You
The Inn, all warmth and light and
o
o
Jesus?
”
Dr.
Taylor
said
that
in
the
!
cheer:
o
o
now
69c
MEN’S
would make a great disciple. Go your
AT CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
But more for lengthening roads that
ONE LOT SHEEPSKIN LINED
way and sell whatever you have and second place it means to serve Him.
wend
FUR LINED GLOVES
All Wool
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 25
dust and heat to hllltop8
COATS
give to the poor and take up the “Follow ’ is expressed by several j Through
Regular $3.50, $4.00
clear
Regularly 89c
Auspices Camden Outing Club
Regularly $12.50
cross
and
follow
me.
’
He
shifted
Greek
words
found
ln
the
New
Tes.
...
.
.
now $1.98
, _
.
We praise thee for life's garnered gains,
Windsor Club Orchestra of Eight Pieces
now 69c
Sale $7.98
from one foot to the other, looked up tament One in Phillippians when The blessings that our cup o'erbrim;
In Attractive Gift Boxes
DANCING 8.30.
ADMISSION 40 CENTS
savs “I follow »fb>r Christ •' I But more for Pledge of what remains
at Jesus as if he would say some Paul
raui says,
ioiiow alter enrist. , past the horizon's utmost rim!
140-141
thing more,—then went away, sor- It pieans “I pursue after Christ." The
—John Coleman Adam*.

FOR A PERFECT THANKSGIVING

::: DINNER:::

A shortage of clams available for ing a long time clam program and
the canning factories in Washington, that he hoped to offer some construcKnox, and Hancock counties is creat- tive ideas in the near future,
ing a ‘'disturbing” situation in the ( Diggers say that the clams have
industry, says Rodney E. Feyler, practically disappeared from many
Commissioner of Fisheries. He stat- of the beds and complain that spe
ed that the law book was crammed cial town laws prevent them from
full of clam legislation but that his going into more productive areas.
Department, as well as prominent Several cases were cited where spemen in the industry, were not satis- cial laws prevent outside diggers from
fied that a practical solution to the excellent beds despite the fact that
problem had been reached.
| none of the townsfolks are working
Down east packers say that they I on them,
can get enough raw material for
Legislators last winter passed a
only a few hours pack a week while law prohibiting the shipping of clams
orders are piling up. The price paid out of the counties of Washington,
to diggers this fall is well above the Hancock, Waldo, Knox and Lin
average but still production figures coln during the summer months. It
have reached an all time low. Work was contended that this would serve
ers in the factories are complaining as a conservation measure. Commisof the lack of work and many of the (sioner Feyler stated that this law
.•ommunities dependent upon clam had not been in effect long enough
plants are suffering from the small to give it a fair test.
payrolls.
| One thing he is certain of is that
Commissioner Feyler says that he the ‘'clam situation is a difficult
is receiving many reports on the sit- problem and must be met with stern
uation with suggested cures. He said measures if necessary to preserve the
that his Department had been study- J industry."—From Dick Reed.

Took A Header

“Let us stop and count the num
ber!" cried Charlie, as the fire alarm
sounded during the opening part of
the Spiritual Recovery Crusade serv
ice being conducted at the Commu
nity Building. “One. two, three, four;
four. One, two three, four, five, six,
seven, eight; eight. Forty-eight!”
shouted Charlie. One man left the
service, stating that the box was in
front of his home. He returned after
the sermon had begun, but Charlie
stopped and asked him what he had
found. He said he had found his
yard filled with people, but that the
alarm was a false one.
This was the "Favorite Hymn”
service, a number of old and new
hymns being called for, such as
"Blessed Assurance,” “Let the Lower
Lights Be Burning,” "An Evening
Prayer,” “Our Christian Song," and
"The Old Rugged Cross."
Rev. Charles Marstaller offered
prayer.
Laurie played Percy Grainger's
"Country Garden," “Moment Musicale." “March Militalre" and Kargonoff's "Fairy Tales."

KNOX COUNTRY CLUB

Rockland Lions

UNSYMPATHETIC STATISTICS

E. C. MORAN COMPANY, INC.

MADE A SPLENDID CHOICE

Carl R. Gray, Cushing Summer Resident, Be
comes Director Of the Maine Central

DECEMBER SALE

There are plenty of sales when you don t want to buy, but nere is
one at the right time, that is being held in appreciation ot the generous patronage given me since entering business last June

j

-

LINDSEY'S

STORAGE

OLD

GOLD

THANKSGIVING DANCE

The Courier-Gazette

Every-Other-Day
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Page Two

A Democrat’s Words

Republicans Alert

Fulton J. Redman, Editor and

Enthusiastic Meeting of the

Former U. S. Senatorial

Workers Held At Legion

Candidate Talks Plainly

Hall

^BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

THREE-TIMF.S-A-WEFK

Sing unto the Lord with thanks
giving; sing praise.—Ps. 147 ;7.
I Municipal Election Dec. 6)
REPUBLICAN NOMINATION’S

“When iPresident Hoover turned
the government over to the present
administration its credit was tripleFcr Mayor
A—100 percent. The present admin
EDWARD REED VEAZIE
istration must take heed of that and
Of Ward Three
keep that credit triple-A—100 percent
good."
Ward One
It was not a Republican spell-bind-;
er
or leader who expressed that sen
Alderman—Louis R. Cates.
School Committee—Donald
G timent. writes Sam Connor in the
Lewiston Journal, but a prominent
Cummings.
Maine Democrat, a man who has
Warden—Carroll L. Boardman.
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Nellie F. Grot- been the party's candidate for United
States Senator and who. in 1936. was
ton.
seriously talked of as its candidate
Ward Two
for Governor; who could have had
Alderman—John Bernet.
the nomination had he wanted it.
E.
School Committee—Parker
It was Fulton J. Redman, publisher
Worrey.
; of the Portland Evening News, which,
Warden—Allen V. Sawyer.
while avowedly an independent news
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Doris Jordan,
paper. is recognized by all as having
such strong Democratic tendencies
Ward Three
1 that the public say it is the official
Alderman—Francis D. Orne.
ocnool Committee—Allen F Me- organ of the party in the State.
Nor were these words spoken m
Alary.
, private in thc course of an ordinary
Warden—Mrs. Harold L. Karl.
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Lloyd N. Law I conversation. They were part of
a public address, an after dinner
rence.
! speech before the famous "13 Class'
Ward Four
—
of Portland at its regular weekly
Alderman—Ernest H. Quinn.
luncheon in Boone's restaurant, Port
School Committee—Clarence
F. land on Thursday last.
Joy.
It is this which gives the words
Warden—Harold G. Philbrook.
greater political significance than
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Doris Damon.
would be the case otherwise.
Ward Five
Alderman—William J. Sullivan.
Tlie subject of Redman s talk was
School Committee—Arthur F. Lamb presen: business conditions and in
Warden—Walter G. Dimick.
the course of it, preceding the very
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Elizabeth Barton significant statement already quoted,
he said other things one scarcely ex
Ward Six
pects to hear from a man whose acts
Alderman—Irving G. MacBride.
these many years have indicated an
School Committee—Jesse Bradaspiration to be a leader of his party
street.
and
who is so regarded by man}Warden—James P Aylward.
Maine Democrats.
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Ellen Cates.
For one thing while not putting
W’ard Seven
the thought into so many plain words,
Alderman—Simon D. Crosby.
he practically absolved President
School Committee—Robert M Pack Hoover from responsibility for the
ard.
crash of November. 1929 and the sub
Warden—Vernon Giles.
sequent depression, which is not at
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Etta Anderson. ay! consistent with the Democrat
attitude of the past eight years.
“It was the craze for over-specu
lation. which brought that crash.” he
told his hearers, “and it was the
Knox County Getting Good
strong credit of the United States
Publicity From Outside government which prevented thc
crash being much worse than it was.
Sources
.
It was the bonds of the Nation in
Walter Chapelle, a Buffalo. N. V., the banks of the country which sav\.d
Courier-Express camera man brought the day.’’
In connection with this Redman
here last summer through the ef
expressed himself as being doubtful of
forts of Representative Albert Elliot the correctness of the theory that
of Thomaston and Dick Reed of the activities in Wall Street were a gooa
Maine Development Ccmission has thermometer of general business. He
come through with another fine job said that this was the result of 25
which serves to publicize this sec- years of observation in New York.
I where he had had opportunity to
tion.
watch Wall Street, and to learn about
The Nov. 14 edition had a full page it
0{ {he first thjngs he ,earned
in rotogravure of pictures of the lob- was ^at Wall Street was a good
ster industry. The Camden Hills, the place to stay cut of.
waterfront, and many Knox County
...»
fishermen and boats are shown. Last
This was in connection with .the
month a page on the sardine indus- dotard trend of the market which
had been in progress since August
try appeared and several others are
Tlie market situation, he said caused
expected during the winter months.
him to wonder whether t^e SEC—the
Provided with a boat by Commis Securities act, so called—would ac
sioner Feyler, accompanied by Dick complish what it was expected to. He
Reed, a feature writer of the Chris made it evident that he doubted this.
tian Science Monitor obtained a storyThis dcubt was not new, he said,
on the kelp industry several weeks for he had expressed it at the time
ago. Recently the story appeared in the act was passed. At that time he
this international organ, of great cir had said that, while it would prob
culation. with drawings of the Betz ably be a good thing in a bull market
plant, the waterfront and other to prevent over speculation, over
features of the industry.
boosting of values, he feared its effi
Mr. Reed said that this type of cacy would be lost in a bear market
publicity was being obtained for all becauge there wou]d
nQ cughion
sections of the State and that the
ease the market.
Development Commission was doing
In ail previous breaks of the mar
a splendid work.
ket, when it went bearish in the
The Courier-Express has a circu
fullest, when the public hesitated to
lation of several hundred thousand
come in, those on the inside as the
copies.
term was. the interests, nad stepped
in and bought their own securities
SOMI BUMPER CROPS
so as to hqld them up and stop the
direct downward plunge; that had
United States Farm Production Was provided the cushion. It had pre
Near To Peak This Y'ear
vented a direct downward drop in
values.
The United States this year will ap _ In the market crash of this year,
proximate the all-time peak of farm the worst, with the exception of 1929.
productivity, economists of the De in the history of the country, there
had been no such cushion. The se
partment of Agriculture believe.
curities act would not let those on the
None of tlie major crops estabinside come in and help, and the
lished an all-time record this year public would not. so the fall had
but, taken in the aggregate, produc- been straight down,
tion was estimated at only 6 percent I Here, again, without putting it in
below the record year of 1920. Econo- so many words- he Ieft the impression
. . ,.
,.
.
that this pet measure of the present
mists believe it may never again be
, ,
National administration, instead of
equaled
being a real boon to tlie country had
Estimated cotton production of j been the opposite.
17573,000 bales is the second larg------------------------------------------------est on record and within 400.000 bales
of the peak crop of 1926. Produc
tion of 249 pounds an acre was by far
the largest on record.
Com production, estimated at
2 561,000.000 bushels, is one of the
largest on record. Tlie yield an acre
approximates the all-time high.
AND
Tlie wheat crop of 886.895,000 bushels
is the seventh largest ever produced.
Oats production was about average.
Bumper crops were produced ln
rye, rice, peanuts, apples, peaches,
gjapesfi pecans, potatoes, sugar beets
and other crops, which, while rela
RANKIN’ ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME.
tively minor, add millions of dol
123-Th-tf
lars to farm income.

Spreads Our Fame

Any possible doubt as to the vital
interest in the Republican drive for
victory would have faded before the
earnest and thoroughly business-like
throng of representative citizens who
gathered Tuesday night at Legion
hall in a council of war.
There are no secret angles to the
Republican drive for control of the
city in the Dec. 6 election. Every
ward in the city had an enthusiastic |
delegation on hand and. spokesmen
from each gave voice to the progress
THE EXPERIENCE of thousands cf housewives slnuld PROVE to
made thus far in the effort to line
you that ELECTROLUX is thc test electric refrigerator value.
Everyone acclaims it the most economical, most efficient of refrig
the Republican voters solidly for the
erators—buy Yours now at BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
election day march to the polls.
Tlie keynote speech was made by
that veteran of many a hectic cam
paign. Frank A. Winslow who, with
speaker brought on a revealing demMARTINSVILLE
' characteristic incisiveness and brevity
onstration of approval.
-who is My Neighbor?" will be the
made a survey of the city's strong
Chairman Francis D. Orne then j topic of J. Wesley Stuart Sunday
Here ir one of thc tnol unusual values
trend back to Republicanism during adjourned the meeting, setting next I morning in the Church on the Ridge
wc have ever offered—ideal for a gift lor
Blanket ts of heavey Es
recent elections culminating in the Tuesday night at 7.30 and Legion hall! at 10.30. A profitable hour of Bible
that daughter, grand-daughter, niece or
mond Jacquard blan
ket material size 18x24
last major contest when Republicans M lHne and P,ace of the next meet' study in the Sunday school will be
little friend. Nothing else to buy—every
with Juvenile decora
ing. a cordial invitation is extended | held at 1150. This is the last Sunthing complete, except the doll. Coach is
tions.
to all Republican sympathizers and day to hear the Taylor brothers in
sturdy, beautiful, and of finest quality
wards, overwhelming the then- workers, men and women, to be on 1 Rockland. A prayer service will be
with padded side rails, storm curtain, sun
thought 'invicible Brann by 565
565 hand at that meeting.—by J.M R. I held Sunday night at 7 o’clock,
viszr, non-skid wheels, foot brake and
Cover and pillow are
of Rayon Taffeta with
votes.
nicktl knobs. Here ic the ideal gift at a
handmade Preach knots.
pi ice that we will probably never be able
M M. Griffin discussed the tech
Pillow
is
removable.
Cover and pillowslip are
to repeat again’.
nical
side of the canning battle and
washable,
answered many pointed questions as
•
Other Carriages from $2.00 up
to the machinery of the election.
In looking over this past year all of us can find
Earle U. Chaples led off the ward
something
to be thankful for, so let’s eat and be
groups with a remarkable word pic
thankful.
And
after that we ll be getting ready for
ture of his district, followed by A.
Chrismas—only four weeks away. Next week we ll
D. Fish. F. D. Orne, E. H. Quinn.
Harold 'Mike'' Quinn, Ervin Curtis.
call your attention to some Christmas suggestions,
Rockland, Maine
Louis Bosse. Carl O. Nelson. R M
but today we are talking about warmer clothing.
Packard. J. M. Richardson. Louis
FOR MEN—
Cates and others
MACKINAWS OR SKI COATS
S6.75, $7.75, $10.00
HUNTING COATS
and Rosamond Scott were Bangor When the mayoralty nominee arose
$750. $10.00. $12.00
DEER ISLE
HEAVY' WOOL PANTS
$3.75, $4.50, $5.90
visitors last Thursday. Frans D. he was given an ovation that testi
I.ACFD LEG PANTS
$3.00. $450
fied
to
his
personal
popularity
with
McVeigh
who
has
been
a
patient
ln
Harold Black arrived home Wed
HEAVY SWEATERS
$2.00. $3.00. $5.00
nesday from Bellevue Hospital. New the Eastern Maine General Hospital the workers. His speech was a gem
WORK PANTS
............
............ $1.50, $1 98
FLANNEL SHIRTS
....................
of earnestness and brevity, covering
returned with them.
$1.00, $1.75. $2.50
York city, wher-' he has been a
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Haskell and the situation as he sees it, urging the
FOR BOY'S—
tient* four months.
ZIPPER JACKETS
............ $2.S8, $4 50
Mr. and Mrs Frank Milan are on a Mrs. Henry Haskell visited Monday continued sustained work by evenMACKINAWS AND SKI (OATS
.............
$5 00. $6.00
individual and pledging his best ef
trip to Philadelphia. Mrs. Norman in Bangor.
LACED LEG PANTS
$2.50. $3.00. $3 50
Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Sellers were forts to the service of citizens and
Haskell has the R.F.D. route during
KNICKERS—weel -,r ccrdurov
............. $1.98. $2.50
guests Sunday of Mrs. Maxwell Gray. taxpayers, if and when elected. Sel
HEAVY SWEATERS
Mr. Milan's absence.
$1.98. $3 00
Et YNNEL SHIRTS
.............
S15O
dom has a candidate for the mayor
Capt. Clarence Holden was in Ban
Meanwhile
we
have
Winter
Ski
Caps,
Mittens,
Gloves
and
Heavy
alty
contributed
such
a
great
amount
gor on business Monday.
Stockings of all kinds
of personal work to a campaign as
Clifford W. McVeigh has returned
Mr.
Veazie
and
this
example,
furth

from Florida.
WILLIS AYER
ered by the evident sincerity of the
Capt. and Mrs. Walter E. Scott

Quality Doll Coach with

Blanket, Pillow Cover, Spread
For a Short Time Only $9,95

AYER’S

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

MILLER’S GARAGE

Some Smart Bouts
May

Be

Expected

Friday

Night, Says Potato Bowl

Weather Prophet
Thanksgiving will be over by mid
night Thursday, but the big holiday
attraction of thc week will be Friday
night's boxing show at the Potato
Bowl starring that vigorous mittwielder. Butch Wooster of Rock
land who is slated for a return match
with Dan Roberts the colored gentle
man from New York. Those who
saw last Friday night's mater, oe
tween these two huskies do not need
to be told that something sensational
is to be expected. That Wooster boy
becomes a little better every day,
and when he gets his growtn some
body is going to suffer
And the fans always get a kick
when Walter Reynolds and Frankie
Merrill are in the squared circic.
They meet again in the coming show.
The top preliminary will introduce
Bud Terrlo of Winslow and Slasher
Porter of Rockland, “Two Wildcats,’’
! the bill calls them, and all who have
seen Slasher Porter know that his
nickname isn’t Just ' an idle word.
The other prelim will be between Cy
clone Hooper of Rockland and Young
Quiron of Waterville.
-

fi
fi

AINE

CENT

fcMPANY

POWt
FOUR-SLICE TOASTER
Beautifully Chrome Plated. YValnut
Feet and Handles
Hot Toast in Half the Time

ELECTRICAL GIFTS
ENDURE IN THE HOME

ELECTRICAL GIFTS
AID THE HOUSEWIFE

GIVE ELECTRICALLY

CORN POPPER
Chiome Plating. Walnut Handles.
Good Looking—Efficient

A

We have made every effort to make your Electrical Dollar go faither this year.
See our Display of Everything Electrical. We have a variety you will like at Prices That Are Right.

$4.95

ELECTRIC CLOCKS

With every G. E. Cleaner sold a $11.95 I. E. S.

Floor Lamps, Bridge Lamps, Table Lamps
A Complete Line.

$2.50

Others as low as $1.35

Special!

For Every Purse and Every Purpose

Heats baby's milk or his solid food,
also has vaporizer for curing his
cold. Automatic. Either pink or blue
p;;eelain. A mighty fine gift.

Christmas Special

$2.25

Don’t forget our General Electric Vacuum Cleaner

I. E. S. Better Light, Better Sight Lamps

BOTTLE WARMER SETS

Come in and see them!

Better Sight-Better Light is given Free!

General Electric and Telechron
ail types for all purposes

$1.95 down, $3.35 per month, $39.95 cash price

$2.95 up

HANKSCRAFT
Reliable
Three
Heat

Four
Thermo
stats
For
Extra
Safi ty
and
Long
Life

EGG COOKER

Pads
Two
Thermo

stats

EGG SERVICE SET
UNIVERSAL HEATING PADS
An outstanding value among

lleatinjj Pads

A gift anyone will enjoy

$2.95

BABY BOTTLE WARMER
Heats any standard size baby bottle to the
cci.czt feeding temperature quickly, then
rau’: tSf automatically. Finished in pink
or blue porcelain.

Automatically cooks one to four eggs per
fectly. Thc season's Outstanding Elec
trical Gift, Egg Cooker in ivory and
chrome, four ivory egg cups, green serving
tray, complete only—

A fear ege capacity
Automatic Electric Egg
C'c.ktr. Beils, poach
es or rerambles eggs
in live steam. Starts
instantly, shuts off
automatically
when
egg arc corked just
light.
No moving
puts.
Amount of
water poured in base
governs cocking time.
A Practical Gift and

UNIVERSAL HEATING PADS
Removable Waterproof Cover and Wash
able Muslin Slipcover

only $1.95

$3.95

only $1.00

$4.95

A Gift Worth Giving

Quality

Christmas Special

Beauty-

Value
This
Tca'trr
Has
Thi m
All

Universal Waffle Iron
A table appliance of unusual beauty
a gift everyone will cherish

Universal

Automatic Toaster

$4.95

USED CARS
BOUGHT

SOLD

COMPANY

foMAINStffldjW

Sandwich Toaster and

Fries ham, eggs, chops, hot cakes.
Grills bacon, toasts two or three
decker sandwiches. A flne gift.

$6.50

$3.75

Waffle Iron Combination
Two appliances in one. Toasts,
grills, bakes waffles.

Universal

With extra grids

Turn-Easy Toaster

$6.75

Chromium plated. Toasts quiekly.
A Leader in Honest Value

Toaster only

$2.95

$4.95

Perfect Toast Every Time

Sandwich Toaster & Grill

Biaulifully chrcmc plated, walnut
handles. Plenty of waffles In half
thc time.
A Wonderful Gift

This year as in the past we are making Special Plans to

The Tops in Toasters

General Electric

1000 Watt Radiator
Will do a flne heating job.
A $6.00 value. Special at—

$4.95

attractively wrap and carefully mail your out ot town
gifts.

$12.95

Leave your order early and we will do the rest. Hundreds of Electric Gift

Suggestions are now on display in our windows and store. Select Yours Early!

Univerral Automatic Iron
Light weight. Fast Heating.
Wrinkle Proof
Packed with Two Cords

$5.95

fi
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi

Every-Other-Day
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Oscar Deiheim and Oeorge Sleeper
were Initiated into Rcckland Lodge
of Elks Monday night.

A Real Thanksgiving Sale

Methodist women, in addition to
their Thanksgiving duties, are busy
ag bees making ready to serve a
chicken pie supper Wednesday Dec
l*t.
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OPENS FRIDAY, NOV. 26—CLOSES SAT., DEC. 4

It is said that more than 160 Vinalhavenites attended the recent an
nual reunion in Boston. The Cou
rier-Oaaette lhas received promise
of the details.

Men’s Suits
and
Overcoats
Only

Road construction will be the fea
tured work of the W.P.A. projects
ln this vicinity—and excellent Judg
ment that is. A very rough portion
of the Old County road is now being
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Nov 1-30—Deer hunting season ln sev treated.

TALK OF THE TOWN

eral counties including Knox, Lincoln,
Waldo and Hancock.
Almon P. Richardson, past exalted
Nov. 7-29—Knox County Spiritual Re
covery Crusade at Community Building. tiller, has been appointed chairman
Nov 26—Methebesec Club meets at
Community Building
of Christmas activities fcr Rockland
Nov. 27—Concert by Crusade Union
Boy Singers at First Baptist Church. " G°uge of Elks. Which means that
Dec. 1—Second annual feast of Camden . this benevolent task is in active and
Outing Club at Masonic Temple, Camsympathetic hands.
den
Dec 1—South Warren Christmas fair
at Goodwill Grange.
Pour deer, products of a week's
Dec. 6—Littlefield Memorial Church
fair
Dec. 2—Edwin Libby Relief Corps fair . hUnting tour in Whiting. Were
at Grand Army hall.
brought home by Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Dec 2—Thomaston—Federated Circle
Christmas fair at Congregational vestry. Gardner, Mr. and Mrs. Rollo Gard
Dec. 3—Camden—Recital by piano and ner of this city and Mr. and Mrs.
vocal pupils of Mrs Ruth Collemei.
Dec. 6—Rockland city election.
Oliver Chilman of Lewiston.
Dec 6—Annual fair of Ruth Mayhew
Tent. D.U.V . at Grand Army hall.
Dec. 7-8—Hobby Show at Community

The annual music festival of the | teams will take on the teams from
Rockland schools will be staged the Rockport High School. Last years
night of Dec. 15 at Community 1 experience proved the hall perfect for
Building under direction of Mrs. basketball both from spectator and
Esther Rogers. A cast of over 700 player angles.
Owing to the unseasonable weather
will participate in a spectacle hereto- |
• • • •
fore impossible because of lack of) The school pageant comes the night
we find ourselves overstocked in our
space. The festivals have always beer, i
Dec. 15 and on the following night
highly successful and this one bids Rockland High School will play Bar
fair to far outstrip its predecessors. Harbor High. The auditorium has j
The sound system will be installed in been hired Dec. 17-18 for presenta
Charles M. Richardson. Democratic season for the festivel, it is hoped. tion of the musical comedy "Movie
Building.
• • • •
Queen" which has met with great suc
Dec. 8—Thomaston—Ainnual Christ candidate for mayor and Chairman
therefore radical reductions on every
mas fair of St. John's Chunch
The Methebesec Club will meet in cess over the State.
Dec 8—rtockport—Annual Christmas Perley E. Niles of the Democratic City
•
•
•
•
Man's Suit and Overcoat will prevail,
“Sec “Knio^p“yA*Big Hearted I Commlt^ have arranged for a meet- the tower room Priday afternoon. The
Christmas night Harold Savage will
Herbert" at High School auditorium.
ing of all Democrats in Rockland young people of thc Senior Class are
with
two exceptions — Mt. Rock
engineer a Christmas Dance, the fa
Dec 12—Legion's Charity Food Show
to be held on Priday night, Nov having a private dance Saturday
at Strand Theatre.
mous Alumnae Basketball Battles
Fleeced Overcoats ati $50.00, and Don
Dec. 17—Camden—High School tcnlnr 26 at the City Council room at 7.30 , night in the tower room. It should
play at Opera House.
will take place Dec. 29, and The Build
MacDonald at $35.00, restricted gar
be
repeated
that
only
private
dances
Dec 18—City schools close for holiday p. m. All Democrats are urged to be
recess.
may be held in the tower room, and ing will wind up the year in a blaze
present.
ments.
Dec. 25—Christmas Day
in the case of the young folks, by of glory with what will undoubtedly
Dec 25—Christmas dance at Commu
'■
be the biggest dance in its history,
nity Building.
We quote no prices in this advertise
chaperoned.
Dec. 31—New Years Eve—Milk Fund
The Haskell's big truck yesterday ’ mutual consent,• carefully
The Parent-Teacher Association New
• * »
Ball at Community Building, auspices
ment, take our word for it. You'll not
Rockland PT.A.
loaded the remaining material of the
All eyes point toward the Hobby Years Milk Fund Ball.
be disappointed.
former Recreation Bowling Alley's and Show to be held at the Building Dec.
A THANKSGIVING HINT
carted to to Boothbay Harbor. Feur 7-8. A remarkable organization has
All sales, for cash. No goods charged
of the seven alleys are now being in been built up to put over this truly
at
reduced prices.
Shredded Wheat Stuffing Marvelous,
stalled in Community Building. It !s remarkable show.
Meaty and Never Mushy
understood that two of them and the
• • • •
Come Early!
former Studley alleys are destined to
The Rockland teachers will have a
see further service in Woodstock, N. 3.1 social get-to-gether in the tower
Here's one of the most deliciously
room
the
evening
of
Dec.
12.
different
stuffings Imaginable—and
—
i From Halifax. N. S. comes report I
surprise of surprises—it's made of
j that the harkentine Reinc Marie ’ Workmen are busily engaged in
crisp, crunchy Shredded Wheat.
I Stewart put into that port with fore- stalling the bowling alleys under di
Shredded Wheat stuffing gives you
rection
of
H.
L.
Hopkins,
the
job
to
-----------------' mast gone. Whether the square
be done in about three weeks. Local1 the same tingling, nutty flavor of
Townsend Club No. 2 will resume its riB8ed mast will be replaced as such
labor and material is being employed. ’ chestnuts plus the nourishment
meetings at the Community Building 'or with schooner rig is not stated.
The harkentine was for a long time George Hamlin meantime is making that's packed away ln each biscuit,
Monday night.
a conspicuous figure on the Thom sure the alley-loft roof is winterproof. j What's more, this marvelous dressing
FRIENDSHIP
Former Representative H. N. Bra aston waterfront, but during the sum
THANKSGIVING DINNER
The fine Morton organ is in stor is meaty and full-bodied—never
zier suffered a serious ill turn at his mer was soid to New Brunswick par
Parent-Teacher Meeting
age at The Building awaiting such mushy.
home in Warrenton Wednesday ties.
Former Rockland Pastor Re An interested audience gathered at
time as the furnishing group can se
Inexpensive, easily prepared, it has
morning.
membered By the Parish the village school Wednesday night
cure funds to install it or some group
"Where Everyone Meets And Eats"
| been tested, tasted, and approved by
It will never be said of John J.
to
hear
A
D.
Gray,
superintendent
of
The Senter Crane block was in the Wardwell that “he doesn't have a or individual steps in and sponsors the Good Housekeeping Institute.
CHICKEN BOUILLON
TOMATO JUICE COCKTAIL
At Bangor
Waldoboro schools, speak on "Know
OR FRUIT CUP
hands of electricians when this pa cent to his name." His favorite pock- it. One of the leading organ build Listen to the family's praise after
ers of the cast has inspected the in- they’ve tasted this tempting stuffing! , (Jtcv. Charles Albert Moore. D. D.
STI FFED CELERY
TOMATO AND LETTl’CE SALAD
per went to press. Thanksgiving night
Your Schools."
et piece is a large copper cent dated strument
iays an(j guarantees to
HORS D OEUVRES
its front wlll blaze with flve large 1850. presented to him more than 50
for many years beloved pastor of All
Shredded Wheat Stuffing Recipe
Mr. Oray suggested eight points I
ANCHOVIES ON CANAPE
BLACK CAVIAR
put it in first class operating con
stars strategically placed.
Six crushed Shredded Wheat bis Souls Church, Bangor was tendered
ROAST NATIVE TURKEY, WALNUT DRESSING
years ago by an up-river shipworkcr dition for $450. It will be placed on
one should know about his schools;
CRANBERRY SAUCE, GIBI.F.T GRAVY
who happened to know that 1850 was the large platform on the main exit cuits. two tablespoons minced pars a tribute at the anniversary banquet
4 among these were knowing the ad
Golden Rod Chapter. O ES.. meets
SIRLOIN STEAK OR FILET MIGNON
Mr. Wardwell's birthday. Few Rock with the console in front of the stage ley, one-half cup butter, one-half held Monday night in the vestry in
FRENCH MUSHROOMS IN WINE
Priday night, with supper at 6 o'clock
ministration end of the school, effi
cup
finely
diced
celery,
one
cup
oys

BAKED LOBSTER IN GLASS
with Mrs. Belle Frost, chairman. Har land men 86 years of age can boast and the motor equipment in the ad ters or sliced mushrooms (may be observance of the 25th anniversary of ciency of school records, health needs,
MASHED SQUASH
MASHED TURNIP
GREEN PEAS
of being as lively and alert as jacent boiler room.
bor Light Chapter of Rockport anu
MASHED POTATOES
BOILED SWEET POTATOES
omitted), one-fourth cup diced onion, the laying of the cornerstone. Dr. furniture needs, obstacles to school
"Johnny."
•
•
•
»
Forget-me-not of South Thomaston
JULIENNE POTATOES
Moore was given a beautifully in
Splendid crowds are in nightly at one cup cooked and drained rice,
development and how to overcome
PLUM PUDDING WITH WINE SAUCE
will be special guests. Those not so-'
-------(wild rice is excellent), 1 tablespoon scribed parchment in a leather folder
HOT MINCE PIE
PUMPKIN PIE
llcited kindly take sweets.
I Prom Lowell comes a report of tendance at the Taylor services.
|
poultry seasoning, one-half cup stock by Harold H. Hodjc, a member of the them.
• • • »
MIXED NUTS
FRUIT
______
| Alton Hall Biackington's illustrated
Mr.
Gray
went
on
to
say
ln
part:
Basketball makes its debut on Com from cooked giblets (chopped giblets building committee of the cnurch,
Green cucumbers, fresh from the lecture "Turquoise Trails of the
“Children are the most priceless pos
may be included) salt and pepper to
garden of Raymond "Pete" Anderson Southwest,” given in Liberty Hall munity Building's perfect court on the
Mr. Hodge and Charles Crosby being session one can hav6. They are also
taste.
night
of
Dec.
14
when
the
R.HB.
won admiring attention at The Cou last Thursday night, sponsored by the
lace the crushed Shredded Wheat the only survivors of the committee. the richest resource of the United
rier-Gazette office yesterday. Tne Lowell College Club, branch A.A.U.W.
biscuits and the parsley in a mixing The parchment was inscribed thus: States and the world. Of what use
cukes had been protected from the It was through the efforts of Mrs.
bowl. Heat the butter to bubbling in To Reverend Charles Albert Moore: is the development of natural re- |
heavy frosts by cute iittle nighties, Charles Clements, formerly Edna
“This church, an outward visible sources if those who are to use them i
a skillet, add the diced celery and
and looked like a product of "the Wardwell of Rockland and school
symbol
of our Christian faith, owes are neglected in childhood?
j
onion, and cook gently until the
goor old summer time.”
mate of Mr. Biackington, that he was
"Today we are experiencing a race
onion is soft and yellow. If mush both its symmetry and validity to
------1 secured to give his famous talk. It
between democracy and dictatorship.
rooms are included, they may also be you more than any other person.
Mrs. Alta Cutler of Old Town has was not his first appearance there in
"Your foresight, untiring zeal, It is necessary to prepare the child's
sauteed
in
the
butter
mixture.
Stir
been appointed chairman of a survey . that capacity. Mrs. Clements acted
knowledge of the beautiful and fit mind to be self-governing or sur
the rice into the sauteed onion and
of women veterans being conducted as as usher. Previous to the lecture Mr.
ting, unified, and directed the efforts render democracy to a dictatorship.
celery
mixture,
then
add
to
the
a part of the service program of the Biackington was dinner guest at the
of architects, of builders, and of all Unless an independent thinking Is
Shredded Wheat. Add the oysters (if
“MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY”
Legion Auxiliary. The purpose is to home of Mr. and Mrs. Clements in
others who gladly united to make the developed in which the mind finds
Included),
poultry
seasoning,
and
TELEPHONE WALDOBORO 100
locate all women veterans whether Lowell Highlands. About 600 people
dream come true.
1 causes, probably effects, and then
stock from the giblets. Season to
hospitalized or living at home. For were present and were decidedly en
"You
built
yourself
into
the
church,
THURSDAY-FRIDAY, NOV. 25-26
acts on those findings to steer the
taste with salt and pepper, and mix
details contact Mrs. Cutler at Old thusiastic over hls talk and the nat
your vision, your steadfastness your course of the ship of state, then we
Matinees Both Days 2.30
thoroughly.
Stuff
the
fowl,
and
pro

Town.
urally vividly colored pictures, all of
Evenings at 8
clear eyed trust in God; so lt stands shall have no effective public opinion.
ceed witih the roasting. (This recipe
which were taken by Mr. BlackingSPECIAL HOLIDAY FEATURE
today a monument to your devotion.
"If citizens who cry loudest against
is the correct proportion for a goodDemonstration Day was observed at ton during a 10.000 mile tour across
Waldo Theatre Presents
“We deacons of All Souks Congre dictatorship, but who decry education,
size chicken).
the Monday meeting of Girl Scouts, the great southwestern section of our
Columbia's newest triumph in the
gational Church, speaking for the understood better the nature of the
several of the parents attending. country, including New Mexico. Cali
fleld of comedy to take Its place
two congregations that united to , education system of today, then the
Betty Payson and Mildred Ferrin fornia. Grand Canyon. Death Valley
with “It Happened One Night."
MEDOMAK
form it, hereto set our names."
'communities could demand wider
"Mr.
Deeds
Goes
To
Town"
and
were awarded prizes for handcraft and the prairie regions.
Signed. Dr. Carl J. Hcdin, E. C. ; taxation by State and nation, po
“
Theodora
Goes
Wild."
work. A special meeting will be held
Mrs. Theodore McLain who has Alexander, John Robinson. Carroll 1 towns would not have to shoulder the
IRENE DUNNE, CARY GRANT
Saturday to discuss plans for Christ
been visiting her sister in South A, Weeks, Dr. Allred Morris Perry
in
j entire burden of school support, A
mas and arrange a program Follow
PORT CLYDE
Hiram, returned home Sunday.
and Edward M. Blanding.
step in that direction was taken by
ing the business session a party will
“The Awful Truth”
Mrs. Verge Prior, Mrs. Deering
Dr. Moore is a former pastor of Maine at the last session of the Legbe held to observe the recent birthday
"Who Is My Neighbor?" will be the
A Rollicking Comedy now playing
Genthner and Mrs. Ira Teele were the Rockiand Congregational Church. ' lslature, but this is only the beglnof Ruth Thomas, Athleen Tibbetts. topic of the isermon Sunday in the
its world premiere at Radio City
visitors Wednesday in Augusta.
I ning of the work necessary to make
Alva Lunt. Dorothy Trask and Ruth Baptist chapel at 2 o'clock. There I Music Hall. As this program goe.to
press
it
is
held
over
for
second
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Osier and chil
a satisfactory educational system."
McMahon.
will be an interesting Bible study at
smash week.
dren, John and Alice, passed last
3 o'clock to which all are Invited.
weekend with Mrs. William WeatherSATURDAY, NOV. 27
There is no finer way to remember
The Arts and Crafts Society met The last service of the Spiritual Re
bee in Old Town.
Matinee
2.30
covery
Crusade
will
be
held
in
the
your friends than by sending them
Monday night at the What-Not Shop,
This is a fine quality writing paper in greytone or varytone.
Evening at Eight
Miss Dorothy Carter who had em
Christmas cards and there ai? r.o
Mrs. Noyes giving instructions on win Community Building. Rockland at
VIRGINIA
FIELD,
ployment
in
Waidoboro,
has
returned
Your
name and address printed on sheets and envelopes with style
7.30
Sunday
night.
There
will
be
a
liner Christmas cards than those
ter bouquets. Mrs. Carlson an illus
PETER LORRE
A or B heading
home.
with your name, and monogram too,
trated talk on portrait painting, and prayer service ln the chapel Thursday
MORTICIANS
in
night
at
7
o'clock.
if you choose.
Our Personalized
Mrs. Clarence (Lunt, a new member,
Lloyd Kimball of Saco visited Fri
Your choice of lettering in green, brown, blue or black ink.
Ambulance Service
Christmas Cards are dignified and
displaying many new and interesting
day witih hls grandmother. Mrs. Mar
“Think Fast, Mr. Moto”
48 folded sheets 5x8—48 envelopes 5 1-8x4 1-8
have prestige not obtainable in any
articles which may be quickly made
tha Prior.
TENANT’S HARBOR
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
SUN.-MON., NOV. 28-29
other
form.
See
our
line
now.
A
for Christmas. Included in her ex
Mrs. Percy French of West WalPerfect for your own coirespondence and just the thing for gifts.
361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND one dollar bill will buy from 16 to 50
The (High 'School will hold no so
Matinees Both Days 230
hibit were jig-saw toys and character
' doboro spent a day recently with Mrs.
Single
evening
show's
at
eight
cards, depending on the quality and
dolls and attractive patchwork kitchen cials Friday nights at Martinsville
119-tf
Freda Collamore.
Fcr the many who missed it—For
design. Postage 15 cents extra. The
sets, dust aprons for children and Grange hall until further notice.
Verge Prior shot a deer recently.
the many who have requested
Courier-Gazette.—adv.
•
adults and new ideas in appliqued
its return
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Barter and
luncheon and bridge sets. Refresh
We Present At Popular Prices
children of Boothbay were guests
BORN
ments were served at the close of the
RONALD COLMAN
Sunday of Mrs. Barter's parents, Mr.
ALLEN—At South Thomaston. Nov 20.
lesson. The next meeting will be held
in
and Mrs. Eugene Genthner on Long
to Mr and Mrs Edward Allen, a daugh
next Monday night at the “Shop" at
ter. Diane Marie.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
One of the mightiest and most Island.
Chrysanthemums and
7 o'clock, the project on winter bou
SHIELDS At Vinalhaven. Nov. 20. to
magnificent films of all times
Mr
and
Mrs.
Victor
Shields,
a
daugh

Miss Sadie Simmons was a visitor
Pompoms
quets ze continued and instructions
ter.
“Lost Horizon”
last weekend at the home of her sister
For your Home or your Hostess
given on the new articles presenied
TUKEY—At New Harbor. Nov, 20, to Mr
and Mrs. Augustus Tukey, a son.
Mrs. Philip Bramhall in Friendship.
for Thanksgiving
by Mrs. Lunt. The new weave-it pat
TUESDAY, NOV. 30
Mrs. Sherman Prior has been visit
tern book has arrived, filled with
Special Matinee 2.30
MARRIED
ing her daughter, Mrs. Maurice
patterns and instructions ln manySingle evening show at eight
GARDENIAS
AMBULANCE SERVICE LEWIS-LOWE—At Boston, Nov. 25.
Chadwick
in
Friendship.
Charles Winslow Lewis. Jr., of Wel
new designs, and will be available to
IRENE DUNN,
THERE
TODAY
lesley Hills. Mass., and Miss Marlon
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Shuman and
RANDOLPH SCOTT
anyone attending.
O. Lowe ol Camden.
IS
Mr.
and
Mrs.
M.
L.
Shuman
were
in
Silsby’s Flower Shop
Rockland visitors last Saturday.
DIED
take home a bottle
E. K. Gould has removed his law
AND
“High Wide and
TEL. 318-W
Mr. and Ml-s. Astor Willey were
TEL 662
WATTS—At Eaat Union, Nov. 23. Hartley
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS
offlce from 375 Main street to 400
THAT IS
M Watts, aged 74 years, 4 months, 7
Handsome”
371 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME,
callers Sunday at the home of Nor 9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND
Main street (over Woolworth’s).
days.
Funeral
Saturday
at
2
o'clock
98tf
140-141
man Winchenbach at Dutch Ne'ck.
from Pioneer Orange Hall, East Union

MEN’S CLOTHING
DEPARTMENT

Gregory’s

Tribute For Moore

PARAMOUNT RESTAURANT

WALDO THEATRE

RITE-BEST
PRINTED STATIONERY

BURPEE’S

$1.00 postpaid
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For Thanksgiving

ONLY ONE MAGIC WATER

Russell Funeral Home

131-tf

1 tj □

Every-Otber-Da?
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ROCKPORT

With Extension Agents
AND THE
no
JHO

KNOX-LINCOLN
FARM BUREAU

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY AT THE PARK

Mrs. Lyle Woodard of Greenville, [
who was in town Saturday to inspect j
Harbor Light Chapter, O.E.S. was '
entertained over night at the home
of Miss Marion Weidman.
Misses Gertrude Havener and Mary ]
Havener arrived Saturday from I
Portsmcuth, N. H.. for a visit at the
home of their grandmother. Mrs
Gertrude Havener.
Miss Mabel Wall, a member of the
Attleboro, Mass., school faculty is
spending the Thanksgiving recess
with her parents. Capt. and Mrs
8. H. Wall.
Work was started Monday on the i
lot at the Capt. Bells Boat Barn, re- '
cently bought by Mrs. Mary Louise
Bok. A parking space for the ac
commodation of about 30 cars is nowunder construction and lt is expect- '
ed will be completed this fall. Six
men are now employed with Elmer
Crockett in charge.
Franklin G. Priest has bought the
Thurston house on Spruce street I
now occupied by Harry Collamore.
The G. W. Bridge Club met Tues
day afternoon with Mrs. Mary Spear.
Due to the holiday the Twentieth
In the pioneer days of the West, men lived by their wits and their abilltv Century Club will omit its meeting
lo shoot before they were shot. This scene shows Dick Foran, Ellen Clancy, Friday.
and Frank Orth, facing a difficult situation in a scene from Foran's latest
Philip Spear leaves Monday for
western thriller, 'Prairie Thunder."—adv.
New York where he has an opening
as student gardener at the New
York Botannical Gardens.
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Agriculture
(da Rich will attend all these meetings Maude Payson, Mrs. Winona Brown.
i4
15
Id
Plans are being made for a series Stereopticon slides will be shown in and Mrs. Oretchen Payson on the
of agricultural conservation meetings Ibe forenoon and the afternoon will dinner commit,ee.
30
2b
17
in the two counties. These meetings be devoted to plans for the year.
Boothbay. Dec. 7. at the Orange
the,
will be in charge of the three county All farmers in the community are hall; Whitefield, Dec. 8.
., at..........
31
committee members; Robert Oxton, invited. County Agent Wentworth Orange hall; Damariscotta. Dec. 9 at
West Rockport Wallace Spear. North will discuss the Extension Program Biscay community house; Nobleboro.
34
38
3b
1
35
31
Waldoboro; and Maynard Albee. and how it fits into the Agricultural Dec. 10 at the church vestry. Owl's
Conservation
Program
for
1938.
Head.
Dec.
14.
at
the
community
Aina.
40
Ml
- • • •
library: Rockland. Dec. 15, at the j
3^
Ml
All farmers who took part in the 1
The Rockland Farm Bureau will Farm Bureau Hall; Friendship. Dec
1937 Agricultural Conservation Pro
MM
gram are eligible to attend and vote! hold a public supper. Dec. 2. at the 16 at the church vestry; Burkettville.
45
on the community committees that Farm Bureau hall. West Meadow Dec. 17; Edgecomb. Dec. 28 at the
M8
M7
M9 5o“
will be elected. County Agent Went- road, the price of which is 35 cents. Town hall; No. Edgecomb. Dec. 29 at
Mb
45
worthwill attend all meetings and Menu
follows: Smothered beef, the school house: South Thomaston,
w
W
willdiscuss the 1938
program. The potato and grave?, squash, cabbage Dec. 30. at the Grange hall; Tenant s
53
5M
51
51
schedule of meetings follows: District salad, biscuits and dark bread; apple Harbor, Dec. 31. at Mrs Gertrude
I Hupper's.
57
No. 1: Appleton, Hope and Wash- pie and coffee,
5b
55
• • • •
ington. meeting at West Rockport,
. • a •
Grange hall, Monday, Nov. 29 at
Five cows among the 4700 on test
4-H Club Notes
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
1.39 p. m. District No. 2: Camden, in Maine dairy herd improvement asThe Queen Bees 4-H club of South
44- Entrance to a mine 14-Elevate
1-Evergreen tree
Rockport and Rockland meeting at sociations during October showed Liberty reorganized their club with
20-Attorney (abbr.)
45- Becauee
4-Slumber
West Rockport Grange hall. Nov. 20 average production of more than 70 Mrs. Thelma Cole as leader on Mon
22- One thousand two
46- King (Fr.)
8-Grasay meadow
at 10 a. m. District No. 3: Friend-j pounds of butterfat. the summary day afternoon. Aug. 15. In spite of
23- God of the stormy
48-Cover
11-A thoroughfare
sea (Norte Myth.)
49- Plural suffix
ship. Cushing, Thomaston. Tenant's 1 for the month shows.
13-Check
[ the pouring rain the girls came to
24- Small candle
51-Cause
15- Myself
Harbor. South Thomaston, meeting The high cows were owned by ' the meeting. Those enrolled in the
25- Dlapatchea
53-Guarantee
16-Crude metal
Murle)
at selectmen's office. Thomaston, Dec. Marshall Crouse. Aroostook county; Queen Bees ftre Emma
55- 1 meet
26- Twirle
17- Blnd
r
\r
IV
PI L
School Band Minstrels
1. at 10 a. m. District No. 4: Warren, Miss Marion Jordan. Cumberland Cunningham. Marjorte Turner. Flos- And Startling
29-To know (Scot.)
56- Part of the lege
18- Tellurlum (abbr.)
Side Bets » amous
V lnalnaven V.1UO Interested friends are looking for33- Diminlth
57- A compass point
19- Title
Waldoboro and Union, meeting at county. Round Top Farms. Lincoln sie Jewett, Arabelle Millay, and
34- Lick up
(abbr.)
21-A lady
Mark the Bowling Season
Celebrates 30th Anniver- ward t0 the first sta&e appearance
Glover hall. Warren. Nov. 30. at 1.30 county; and Edwin Greely (2), Waldo i Bertha Millay.
35- Reaorted to
23-Confirm
newly
organized
Rockport
VERTICAL
county.
p. m. District No. 5: Jefferson,
sary With Song, Laughter gch^f BaIld?
36- Spota
At Vinalhaven
25-Connected succession
which will take place
Of the 105 herds in which the aver
1- Kind of tweet potato 37- Preflx. Thrice
Whitefield. Somerville, meeting at
27- Superlatlve suffix
Under the leadership of Mrs. Harry
38- Fur-bearlng animat
2- Occurrencea
28- Seizes
Bucky's Bobtailed Bearcats made
town hall, Jefferson Dec. 1 at 1.30 age production of each cow was more E. Percival, the Somerville Hustlers
Sunday night saw the observance ol tonight at Town hall in the form of
3- You and I
(pl.)
30- Mlachlevous child
.
_ „ . „ - _ good their threat to tear the pants the 30th anniversary of one of the minstrels.
p. m. District No. 6: Bristol. Damari than 25 pounds of butterfat, the foi40-Defacea
4- Moet certain
, .
?
... u .
reorganized for 1938. Enrolled so far
31- lndite
I
The
olio
will
consist
wholly
of
in

lowing
herds
were
highest:
Elmer
scotta and Nobleboro. meeting at Bis
42-Augmente
5- The sheltered side
32-Slck
are Arthur Light. Jr., Phyllis Light, off “Bruiser'' Lawry's Fishwharf most famous (and notorious) of Vi
strumental numbers by band mem
45-A constellation
6- Dlne
cay Community hall. Dec. 3. at 10 a. (Field, Hancock county; K B. McLean,
35-Twiete
Arline
Grover,
Velma
Brown.
Vera
scrappers
at
their
next
engagement
nalhaven Institutions, the far famed bers. featuring Carroll Richards and
47- Tavern
7- Exults
m. District No. 7: Boothbay. Edge-' Cumberland county; E. A. Fernald.
S7-A weight meseure
48- Falaehood
Cascade Alleys and after the Mink Club. The occasion was a “set Maurice Marston in trumpet duet;
8-The (Fr.)
39-Tool for enlarging
comb. Newcastle, meeting at North i Oxford county; W. J. Butters. Penob- Brown. Grace French. Hazel Brow.., Qn
50-Look
9- Conslder
John French. Vaughn Peaslee. and
holes
6
match last Friday night the Fish- down" smoker, and feed, in Firemen's Dorothy Keller in a saxophone solo
Edgecomb town hall, Dec. 3 at 1.30 scot county; and A. L. Ladd, Franklin aonn
52-Near by
10-Coneumed
41-Begint
Richard Grover. They held tneir
54-You and me
12-Clty In Alaska
p. m.; and District No. 8: Aina. Dres-: county. Cows in each of these herds first regular meeting on Nov. 19. The skinners were looking around for hall that was attended by all except NeiI Brown ln trumPet “lo: Hazel
43-Short gaiter
den and Wiscasset, meeting at CourtI produced an average of more
„„„
,
,. ,
Nutt and Carolyn Andrews in poccolo
cooking girls gave a demonstration thread and needle to repair damages one of the former Minks now living d
(Solution to previous puzzle)
House, Wiscasset, Dec. 4 at 10 a. m. 40 pounds of butterfat. Included as
on measuring and sifting flour and
This makes a game apiece and the in Vinalhaven. and also by one out j t^
aLso
c]arlnn
• • • •
i part of the October report is a sumVINALHAVEN
air is filled with charge and counter of town member.
Plans for the Extension Service man- of the dairy outlook for 1938. dry ingredients.
sembles. saxophone ensembles and
charge.
do
’
s
and
don'ts.
and
pro's
and
year will start with a meeting in as prepared by the U. S. bureau of |
The only one unable to attend was band ensembles. In the first half of
Dr. and Mrs. Victor Shields are re
' con's.
BROOKLIN
Union Dec. 2 at Odd Fellows hall at, agriculture economics. Quoting from,
Dr. Shields who had a "blessed event
performance a large circle of ceiving congratulations on the birth
Wyman
Guilford
drafted
as
a
sub10 a. m. The schedule for the follow- (j,he report:
in his family that day and as that ' H*h School students will make merry Nov. 20 of a daughter.
ing week is: Boothbay Grange hall. I “The coming winter will probably ■ Owen Anderson recently went t0 stitute turned in the best bowling
... ..
. ... ru w*tb...
sonBs and dances and manv lo- ij
Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Daggett and
Dec. 7; Whitefield at Union hall. Dec.
one of the most favorable for Camden. N. J.. to join a yacht on score made in a match game so far was one of the three acceptable alibis cal. hits
will be passed by tbe interwhich he has employment.
this year his 312 for the total being ithe other two being death and mar- locutor
WeU gnd hu en<J_ infant son have returned from Rock
8; Damariscotta, at Biscay Commu- dairy production since 1930.
land.
nity House. Dec. 9; Nobleboro, Dec
“Production of feed grains and hay
Mrs. Julie Jackson who is known just 108 pins snore than "Ed" Smith riage) he was excused. Someone men.
Various attractions are offered at
10; and Aina, Dec. 11.
jn 1937 was large ln relation to live-, as "Aunt Jul" to the community is toppled to win the booby prize.
suggested that some of the clam stew
The third and deciding match will
the mask ball tonight ln Memorial
stock numbers, and feed prices during 94 years young and recently underBURKETTVILLE
County Agent Wentworth, Home the current feeding season will aver- went an operation at the Bluehill be rolled Friday night and claws and be sent un as baby food for the new
hall, sponsored by the Lions Club.
arrival,
but
the
idea
was
finally
Demonstration Agent Esther Dun
knives are being sharpened in expec
age decidedly less than a year earlier, hospital.
Mrs. Ada Mitchell passed last The sum of $20 will be given away
abandoned as being a little too strong
ham. and the 4-H Club Agent, LucinPrices of dairy products in the fall j Mr. and Mrs. Allen Bemis. Mr. and tation. One side bet reported is that fare for even the offspring of a Mink. Thursday afternoon with Miss Kath for the best costumes and as door
awards.
erine Thurston.
months of 1937 have been higher Mrs. Harold Willis and an interior a certain Scrapper agreed to take off
It was a good night to track mink
than in the same months of 1936. decorator, all of Boston, were recent- his shoes and put mittens on his
Mr. and Mrs. Al. Rowell are making
Norma Gray, Rebecca Arey and
ORFFS CORNER
there was a light snow, and they ,helr wlnler resldence ln
Is]and Ruth Brown are home from FarmingIn the winter, 1937-38. they will prob- iy here to make improvevments on ieet on the way home after the
match,
if
his
side
lost,
provided
a
made
tracks
*from
Pequot
*
clear
-«
*to
1
N. Y.. with their daughter. Mrs. Har- ' ton Normal School for the holiday.
ably average about the same, or, the summer home of Mr. and Mrs.
Sanford Walter and Sidney Walter
slightly higher, than last winter.
Bemis at High Head.. Mr. Willis is certain Bearcat would allow him to Dogtown. It was quite a bad Jeb to old Scates. Mr. and Mrs. Merle Rob
Miss Ethelyn Strickland of Boston of Gardiner were recent callers on
track
down
Brother
"Sid"
Winslo".',
Most w’omen don’t need beauty parlors.
bins are occupying the Rowell home ls visiting her mother, Mrs. Alice friends here.
"During the next three or four architect. Donald Redman, who has cut away all supports such as sus
Your own doctor will tell you that sal
penders or belt, from the trousers but he finally showed up an hour late, during their absence.
years
conditions
in
the
dairy
industry
peen
steamboating
for
years
is
em

Strickland.
low complexions and pimply skins are
Acel Hupper and Clarence Hupper
caused by hls thinking the festivities
The schools held an entertainment
rarely matters for cosmetics. Because are likely to average better than dur- ployed as care-taker at the Bemis of said Bearcat, if the Bearcats were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
R.
Mont
Arey
of
of
Glenmere were guests Tuesday
were
to
start
at
7
o'clock,
when
every

on
the
losing
end.
Whichever
side
and dance Friday at the Grange hall '
most skin blemishes are aggravated by ing the last four or five years. Dur- home.
of
Mr.
and Mrs. Leonard H. Seavey.
Rochester.
N.
Y..
are
in
town
to
pass
constipation.
■wins the spectators should get their body else knew it to be 6.
ing the next two years, at least, the
...
There was a fair attendance and a
Miss Rachel Bridges was recent money's worth.
Dr. F. M. Edwards, during his years
Thanksgiving day with his mother,
Mrs.
Amber W. Childs. Mrs. Al
The
13
Mink
which
denned
Sunto prices of ..
merry evening prevailed.
of practice, treated hundreds of women relation of feed prices
K
. dinner guest of Mrs. George Carter
Mrs. Eliza Arey.
bert
B.
Elwell and daughter Eliza
day
night
were
quite
a
different
lookTo
add
to
the
general
free
for
all
dairy
products
seems
llkelv
to
be
_
.
,
.
for constipation and frequently noted
and Mrs. William Kennedy
.
I (Thelma Alien) in her new home at "Cutchy" Geary has announced an in8 lot from the smooth, supple, and andMr.
At the Vinalhaven reunion and beth and Lorenzo A. Achorn were
remarkable improvement in tneir ap rather Hfavorable for dairymen.
Mr and Mrs Ernest Castner of
”
West Brooklin.
pearance. He used a purely vegetable
banquet held Saturday ln Boston the I Rockland visitors Tuesday.
all-Geary team, composed of all of svelt Prime skinned animals which Waidoboro
last Thursday
compound—Dr. Edwards' Olive Tab
grand march was led by Walter Hop-1 Mrs. Kenneth S. Elwell and daugh
i
Brooklin
High
lost
a
basketball
cne
family
and
has
stated
his
willingused
to
meet
30
Y«»w
a
8°There
were
J
evening
at
Nelson
Calderwood's.
lets This laxative is gentle, yet pecu
With The Homes
kins
of Worcester. Mass., and Mrs. i ter Mildred spent Friday in Rockland
game Friday toGilman High, score ness to take on the winner of the some Quite old and grizzled Mink j
liarly effective because it increases the
Katherine Thurston will go
Hope will hold a leader meeting on 32.40 One player on the Gilman Bearcat-Scrapper fued. while Walter there. with tattle scarred features, Miss
bile flow without shocking the intes
Julia Lyons of Augusta. Both are as guests of Mrs. Elwell's father Free
Bangor the flrst of the week
tinal system. Try Dr. Edwards’ Olive Clothing Accessories Dec. 1 at the team suffered a fractured leg. and Lyford is organizing a team to be others with hair grayed by the pass-, make her home wjth relatives dur. former residents of this town.
man Peaslee.
1
Tablets. All druggists, 15c, 30f and 60<. Grange hall in charge of Mrs. Alice Lec
SQn Qf Keep„ anu
known as Lyford's Longfellows, each )Pg years, and still others with no t
the winter,
Mr and Mrs. William McLaughlin
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Ralph are re
True. The square meal for health
of Cuckold Light 6uffered &
one to be a six footer or longer. And tair at all They all had teeth enough ' Mrs oladys Turner has been ill and child of Bangor are guests of Mr. ceiving congratulations on the birth
will be served by Mrs. Etta Fernald broken nQ&€ He wa&
to the
there is Tommy Derosier's Capital left, however, to do Justice to the clam wlth the flu the past ten days. Dr. and Mrs. Leonard 8wears.
Nov. 18 of a daughter—Gail Shirley—
Vinalhaven & Rockland
and Mrs. Marjorie Beverage.
by hlg father and
City outfit to be reckoned with. Out 6tew' traditional mink food, and a' Irving Tuttle of Union has been her
at Mrs. Little's Nursing Home.
Mrs.
Madeline
Gray
and
daugh

Steamboat Company
.
......
' Anderson and received treatment of all this talent should emerge a ninner was sent out after date pie, attendlng physician.
Nineteen women attended the Farm
ter Ann, who have been visitors at
ROCKI.WD
Simonton will hold a Chair Caning
from Dr. Biiss.
team fit to take on one of the Cam- another well favored Mink delicacy.
several hunters from this region Mrs. Raymond McDonald's, have re Bureau meeting Wednesday at the
j meeting Dec. 2 at the community hall, j
Service To:
Everett Holden killed a 200-pound den or Rockiand organizations in the
Portions of the Mink ritualistic ^ave been fortunate in shooting deer, turned to Stonington.
Community House. The subject was
will conduct the | . „ k .
VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN. Mrs. John Buzzell
near future. Following is the score ( work' wrltWn *>y 8. L. Winslow, were Mjss Maude Turner of Washington
. ,,
_
u ..
,, Pig Saturday for Albert Anderson.
The Kausewelykit Club met re "Clothing Accessories" in charge of
STONINGTON. ISLE AU HALT,
meeting and Mrs. Sarah Marcello ®
, '
_
, _ .
read by that worthy, and songs of1 spent tbe weekend with relatives
Mr. and Mrs. Justin Foss of Cuck- of the Fish-Fur combinations
SWAN'S ISLAND .AND
cently with Mrs. Andrew Johnson. Mrs. Lizzie Hoch.
j and Mrs. Lillian Dunton are on the
other years, original and otherwise, ( here.
Bearcats
olds Light. Mrs. Lesta Mills of Blue
FRENCHBORO
Luncheon was served. Table dec
dinner committee.
94 73 75-242 floated on the smoke-laden air The Mrs. Cora Maddocks has been ill oration and favors were In keeping
hill and Mrs. Albert Anderson were Bucky Warren ...
• • • »
WEST WALDOBORO
WINTER SERVICE
Gus Swanson .... ... 70 85 89—244 following song, composed by H.M.H. the past week.
Effective Saturday, Nov. 13
with Thanksgiving.
The schedule for December Plan-, recent shopprs in Ellsworth.
Mr and Mrs. John Leigher and st
(Subject to change without notice) : ning with the home demonstration' Mrs. Nean Bowden, 85, who makes Wy. Guilford .... ... 106 115 91—312 Walter "Shag" Ingerson, was sung
Geraldine Robertson entertained
Fritz Johnson
92 92 81-265 with great gusto (gusto meaning
Norman and Mrs. Addie Avon <
FREEDOM
’
agent
for
planning
the
1938
calendar
friends at her home Saturday.
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
, C. Smith ............ ... 81 86 91-258 ' windy).
Read Up of work is as follows: Union. Dec. 2, * van, amiwugu tivaiij uuuu, lieu)
Mr. and Mrs. William Barteau and Games were plaj-ed Including beano, South Coventry. Conn., have return)
Read Down
“JUST A MINK SONG"
P. M. at the Odd Fellow s hall, with Mrs.1 two pair of mittens, and except for
A. M.
family of Waterville were guests Sun prizes being won by Wyvern Win home after spending a week wll
(Tune “Over There”)
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Wellman.
Ar. 6.01) J Ida Bessey. Mrs. Josephine Bessey, failing vision is in fine health.
443 451 427 1321 j Over there. Over there.
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island,
day of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Barteau.
slow and Harold Alley. Refreshments
Ar. 4.40
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
. Take a look, take a look, Over there
Scrappers
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Withee ar
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Mills were
j
and
Mrs.
Alida
Fossett
serving
the
Mr. and Mrs. George Overlock were were served.
all remember, that cold NoAr. 3.30
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
guests Sunday of Keeper and Mrs. i BruiS€r Lawry ...... 77 77 85—239 1 You can
son Oeorge have moved to Jeffers<
vember
Ar. 2.45 i noon meal
|
visitors
Saturday
in
Augusta
and
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge met where Mr. Withee has employment
Thomas ............. 73 86 87-249 And the night we broke up all the chain.
East Union. Dec 3. at the Grange! ^oss and Mr. and Mrs. Albert An-1
Lv. 1.30
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
So beware, don’t burn the chairs.
Hallowell.
Tuesday night and worked the de
93 91 104—288 In the Mink Den right over there
Mr. and Mrs. Edson Wellman we
v Johnson __
136-tf Hall, with Mrs. Lottie Wellman, Mrs. derson.
A. R. Clark of Knox Ls occupying grees. A box lunch was served after
We re celebrating ,
An award of $2 was received Sat-!A Lawry ............... 87 82 112—281 Oh!
In Augusta Friday on business.
Polson bait partaking.
the Paul Snodgrass house and has the ceremonlo6.
64 82 68—214 And we won't give up
Funeral rites for Mrs. Lola Chai
1 urday at a Sedgwick theatre by Effie E Smith ...........
As long as there's one Mink to spare. employment yarding pulpwood for M.
Cecil Wood of Belfast arrived Tues wick were held from the home
! Taintor.
Letters were read from Mink E. H. H. Bradford.
day to visit his aunt Mrs. George Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Bartlett at
394 418 456 1271
Mrs. Prank Gott is confined to her
Libby of Waltham. Mass., and Mink Gardner Barnes of Albion was a Geary.
burial yas ln Washington Cemeter
' bed toy illness.
Chester Dyer of North Haven, ex caller Sunday on R. L. Overlock.
Granville Turner who has emplo:
Mrs. Albert Carver returned Tues
Among the successful hunters here
RAZORVILLE
Miss Marie Clark of Knox spent
pressing their regrets, and telepathic
day from Easton where she has been Blent at the Soldiers' Home in Tog:
are Weston Gott and Ernest Allen.
the weekend with her parents. Mr.
Mrs. Lotta Jones who has been ill messages were received from the
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. is on two weeks' vacation.
J both of whom shot deer in their own
Avoid the Last Minute Shopping Rush!
and Mrs. A.. R. Clark.
others.
at
the
home
of
her
daughter,
re

Mrs. Myra Cooley has retumt
Wilbur Gerry.
back yards.
J. B. Bartlett is confined to the
It was the wee sma' hours before
turned Sunday.
home from Knox Hospital.
We Are Headquarters For Personalized
Mr. Winter paid his first visit here
Malcolm
Smith
has
returned
from
Martha Hayward and daughter, the meeting broke up and during the house with grippe, |Dr. Collins being the COC Camp at Augusta.
Nov. 21, with a light flurry of snow.
evening many a tale had been told, his attending physician.
LEAVE EVERYTHING WITH G
Mrs. Hattie Joyce is ill and confined Joan, visi’ed Mrs. Hayward's mother many an old Joke brushed up and
Horace Sanders went Tuesday to
E. A. LaBelle has moved to Milo.
(For The Courier-Gazette)
and
othcr
relatives
over
the
weekend.
| to bed.
Leave everything with Ood.
R. L. Overlock and son. George, Boston.
brought forth to bring out a round of
Prof
Noiman
Pradd
has
been
pass

Whatever
you fdo or say;
Paul W. Allen is visiting his cousin.
applause. The tales varied from called Sunday on L. V. Penney.
Gerald Loyde of
Whitinsville,
And you will find that your ml
ing a few days at his home here.
Assorted or All One Design
Mrs. Harvard Dow in Bar Harbor.
Will
be
happy
all the day.
Mr. and Mrs. R. W Sylvester and Mass., is passing the holiday with his
Edith Overlock, with John L. How "Shag" Ingersons thrilling account
You will not fret nor whine.
family
were
visitors
Sunday
in
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Loyde.
For you know He cares for you
ard's family of Union, attended the of what happened when he assisted
Your Name Printed On Cards
He said lt ln Hls word.
Mrs. Regina Crowell and son Rob
SOUTH HOPE
Taylor meetings Sunday In Rock “Shy" Roberts to doctor an ailing Brooks and Jackson
And we know Hls word ls true.
cow, to the finding on the shore of
R. L. Overlook was in Belfast last ert of North Haven are guests of Mr.
Plain Envelopes To Match
land.
He has no respect of persons
«( Ray Rolfe brought home a deer
and Mrs. Reuben Carver.
He died for one and all;
John Leigher and family are visit Coombs' Neck a strange and mystify Monday on business.
Thc finest and most artistic selection of Christmas Greeting
j Sunday as trophy of his hunting trip
And there's no condemnation
ing carving in (the rocks there, as re
Mrs. Lucy Skoog was recently sur
ing
relatives
in
town
for
a
few
days.
If we llsten to Hls call.
Cards awaits your call—and at the most reasonable prices—
S in Milo.
NOVEMBER
If we flnd our cross to heavy
lated
by
Sid
Winslow.
The
jokes
ran
prised
at
her
home
by
a
party
of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Clark of
To lift lt. let lt be;
g
John Dunbar and son. John, of
(Por The Courier-Gazette)
the gamut from the one told by L. E
friends in honor of her birthday. A Forget It; but remember.
Hyde
Park,
Mass.,
were
recent
guests
Alone, she sits disconsolate,
50 for $1.00- 25 for $1.00
« Massachusetts are visiting Charles of Mrs. Carrie Clark.
He bore Hls cross for thee.
Williams about the time an aged and The widow of the year;
rocial hour was enjoyed with games,
5 1 Dunbar.
venerable tenant of tihe building was Her pale face scarred and wrinkled.
and
refreshments
were
served.
Mrs.
And when you flnd another.
Much-needed
sanding
has
been
Limbs trembling with fear.
21 for $1.00 — 16 for $1.00 g i Mrs. Martha Heath has been called
In the path that you must tread
locked in an outhouse by the Minks,
Skoog was the recipient of many
done on the "back road."
A sister or a brother—
She sit amid the sharlows
g I to Massachusetts by the death of
Do not push, but lift Instead
Postage 15 Cents Extra
lovely gifts. Those present were:
John Tibbetts of Palermo was a thinking it was one of their members, Veiled ln misty clouds of grey.
And
thank God for all Hls bless
g Mr. Heath's uncle, William Payson. business caller recently at the to that one about the farmer’s daugh Clad In somber raiment.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Swears, Mr.
And the other one will know
Her
bricht
garments
laid
away.
Don't fail to see our line of genuine Steel Engraved Greet
You
are on the road to heaver
X! Larkin Thorndike, Maynard Bow- Charles Vanner home.
ter as told by M. E. Tolman.
and Mrs. Donald Oakes. Mr. and Mrs. And with
ing Cards with the Personalized Appeal. Our big new
you he'll want to go.
Bereft
of
youth
and
beauty.
g
ley
and
Arthur
F.
Hart
passed
the
Those who gathered around the fes She ls left to weep alone:
Carl Davidson, Mr. and Mrs. Charles „ .
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Prescott have
Christmas Card Book Ls open for your selection. You'll be
—Delora E. Mo
g
I
weekend
on
a
gunning
trip.
No
luck,
Rockport.
tive board as known by their nick On the winds her shrieks re-echo
amazed at the apparently costly cards available in our line
Polk, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Robertson,
been guests at Wilbur Pitman's.
Her sighs and sobbing mosn.
—at prices so low.
g The school children earned $14.75
Mrs. Audrey Lincoln, Mrs. Laura
Mrs. A. E. Johnston was a caller in names of long ago were: “Sid" Wins
at a supper and social held Friday North Washington recently.
DON’T GET UP NIGHTS
low, “Shag" Ingerson, “Viv” Drew, Naught ls left but memory.
Skoog, Mrs. Isabell Smith, Mrs. LinShe hugs lt to her breast.
THIS 25c TEST FREE lf It fall
X j night. Electric lights will be installed
nie Smith, Miss Gloria Skoog. Miss Juniper
Miss Shirley Brann of Cooper’s “M. E." Tolman, "Hooker” Clayter, And croons a weird wild lullaby.
oil, buchu leaves, etc
Her heart ls sore oppressed.
gjin the schoolhouse the latter part Mills arrived Monday for a few days *Cube” Winslow, 'Charlie” Webster,
Irma Smith, Miss Dora Wadsworth, Into green tablets. Flush the
as you would the bowels with cai
g of this week.
Walter Staples, Norman Calderwood, Help nature drive out waste a
visit at the home of her uncle, Clif A. F- “Creedy" Creed, “Fatty" Wil The widow of the year, she sits
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Sad. lone and desolate;
X I Lawrence Gray of Camden shot a ton Brann.
liams, "Tak" Healey, "Vern” Moss- But proudly lifts her snow crowned head Lawrence Orcutt, Frank Osgood, cess acid which can cause the lr
that wakes you up. causes scam
'
deer Monday near the pond in this
Homer Gray, and Mr. and Mrs. Wil burning or backache. Just say
Walter Glidden of Jefferson was a man, "Fern" Ames, and "Judge" To meet predestined fate
—Elizabeth O. Marsh.
to any druggist Locally at C. H.
Roberts.
liam McLaughlin ol Bangor.
caller Sunday in this community.
l0CalUyRockland.
Co., Cha*. W. Sheldon, Druggist

Startling Names

This Beauty Secret
Comes From a Doctor

|

NOW IS THE TIME!

|
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Inez Brann of Augusta passed the
A dance will be held in the Opera
weekend at the home of Leola Emery.
House on Thanksgiving night under,
John Kivl has moved to a camp in
the auspices of the Outing Club. |
Palermo
Music will be furnished by the Wind
Appleton Babb and Ernest Well
sor Club orchestra
man of West Washington were call
Lawrence Leach of Clinton, N. H.,
ers Sunday in this place.
is visiting relatives ln town.
The Hustlers 4-H Club met Friday
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. H'.rrick recently
I with Vaughan Peaslee. There were
ski
went to Florida where they will spend
5-fc
; nine members, the leader and six
’Tl
the winter.
visitors present. The housekeeping
Mrs. Clarence Taylor will entertain;
■•’iris gave a demonstration on how
the Lend-a-Hand club Monday night?
io measure dry ingredients and toast
at her horn? on Elm street. Every
j making. After the business meeting,
member is asked to be present.
l the group played games and Mrs.
Mrs. E: O. Wiley is a medical pa
■ Peaslee served dainty refreshments.
tient at Community Hospital.
The next meeting Is to be at Miss ArMrs. M R. Dudley has closed Ker1
lino Grover's.
summer home on the Belfast road
Mrs. Caro Turner has had her henand returned to New York city for
' house moved to the land which she
the winter.
i recently’ bought in Augusta.
Miss Barbara Emery, formerly of
Kendrick Light and Daniel Hisier
this town, is recovering from an I
have employment with Avery Colay.
emergency appendix operation which ‘
Waneta Peaslee of Augusta visited
she recently underwent at a Water1;
' utsday at the home of her parents.
vllle hospital.
Abovc you see the Crusade Union Boy Singers, who will appear in the First Baptist Church Saturday night at 8 o'clock.
Lawrence Grover has employment
Mrs. Nan Hansell has left the em
For two decades this chorus, with its ever changing membership, has sung at two World Fairs, several National Conventions, one Inter
' with the Augusta Lumber Co. and
ploy of the Sandwich Shop on Main
national Gathering, traveled over 100,000 miles, appeared in three countries, and sung to over 3,000,000 people.
is located near Dead River.
street.
Their ages range from 11 to 18 years. They sing scprano, alto, tenorand bass.
Arthur Hisier and Orpheus Brann
Lee Lenfest is able to be at work'
The program includes solos, duets, quartets, and four-part chorus.
were in Wiscasset Tuesday on busi
after being confined to the house
They have been praised by Bishop Francis McConnel, Dr. Charles E. Jefferson, Dr. Will Houghton, General Evangeline Booth, and honored
ness.
several weeks by illness.
by three Presidents of the United States.
H. C. Brown was a business visitor
Mrs. Mildred Oliver is making a
The Century of Progress said: “The group rendered one of, if not the finest, choral program given this (1934) term at the Exposition."
Wednesday in Augusta.
holiday visit with her daughter, Miss
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Bartlett and I
Barbara Oliver, a sophomore at Wel
and Adelaide Wright of Augusta were
sens
of West Washington were guests
EAST
WALDOBORO
STONINGTON
The Value Of Milk
lesley College.
,,
recent callers at Mrs. N. S. Reever's. I
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Hewitt.
Miss Ruth Simonds, R.N.. has taken
Clark, Chase, Wright and
and >I Mrs Gertrude Stinson lias returned
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Smith of Misses Clark.
Maurice Hodgkins was a caller Sat
Milk is the most important singlean apartment In the block on the Edgecomb Were callers last Thursday Reever attend the Taylor's meeting from a business trip to Boston
urday
evening in Waldoboro.
corner of Washington and Mechanic at J. A. Rines.’
Wednesday in Rockland.
I Mrs. Margaret McGuffie is home source of income for New England
Thc school at the comer with Irene
streets, recently bought by Arthur
farmers. In 1935, it accounted for
Mrs. Kenneth Hilton of Ute village Irvln« Sawyer of Thomaston was from. Boston,
Jones as teacher has completed a
Oxton from Henry Bok.
ana Miss Dorothy Muir were Rock- a recent
at L. L. Mank's.
• Mrs. Virginia Cole oi Sunset visit- $2 out of every $5 of the cash income successful term. On the honor roll
Comique Theatre attractions lor land visitors Saturday. J. M. Mank, The Social Club met with Mrs. De- Ui last Thursday with her mother.
of New England agriculture.
were: E.ghth grade. Wanda Brann;
Wednesday and Thursday: Bobby Alton Mank and family. Mrs. C lora Mank last Thursday afternoon, Mrs. Carrie Hutchinson.
It requires on the average. 45.1 seventh grade. Marjorie French. Vera
Breen in "Make a Wish;' Friday. Bowers and son6 charles and Rona^ 17 members and guests being pres-1 Mrs. Sarah K. Eaton celebrated her lbs of ice to cool a 10-gallon can of
Brown 'Velma Brown and Phyllis
"The Great Oarrick;' Saturday, <ere jn tbat cjty last Thursday and ent- T116 program consisted of a 87th birthday Tuesday at the home milk from 90 to 388u F. This
Light; sixth grade. Annie and Doro
double feature program. “Range De
"buzz" contest led by Mrs. H. Bow- of her nephew Harry W. Colby. I flgure lncludes daUy heat lQgses for
Loren Spear the following day.
thy French and Richard Orover;
fenders" and 'Think Fast. Mr. Moto "
ers and reading by Mrs. Bernys Among those who called during the the entire tank and
bafed Qn thp
fourth
grade. Virginia Austin and
Miss
Jessie
Milier
of
the
village
H. W. Stevens and E. G. Ycuhg
Jamescn. Refreshments were served. afternoon were: Mrs. Minnie Gross, cooling of the evening milk only.
Maurice French; third grade. Louise
I was guest Friday of Mrs. O. Bowden.
motored Monday to Bangor.
Mrs. Gardner Mank was admitted to Mrs. Sadie Eaton. Mrs. Annie Rich
The Tower of Butter, built in the French and Irene Hisier; second
Mrs. Levi Copeland and Mrs. membership. The next meeting, Dec. ards, Mrs. Helen Robbins, Mrs.
Luck gunners this week—Clare to
12th century, still stands today in grade. Shirley Brown. Elwood Per
Thomas tho. a deer in LincolnviWe | Blanche Lermond of Thomaston 2. will be held at Mrs. Delora Mank's Dorothy Conley. Mrs. Eaton received | Rouen prance. This beautiful stone
Kenneth Wadsworth shot a buck ailw«e callers last Thursday on Mrs. with Mrs. Lida 'Martin as hostess. 1 many gifts and cards. Ice cream and ’■structure was erected with money cival and Russell French; sub pri
mary, Sylvia Percival, Harold French
Duck Trap and Leonard Wilocx N- 8. Reever.
Mr. and Mrs. A. P Mank. Mrs. L.! cake were served. The birthday cake I contributed to the priests by the
and Barbara Light. Those not ab
brought down a buck at Duck Trap
Mrs. Edna McIntire. Mrs Nellie L. Mank and Mrs C. Bowers attend- ! was made by Mrs. Dorothy Conley,
peasants who so prized butter as a sent or tardy for the 14 week term
„ and. Mrs. .Herman
„„„ ,
meeting_and
recepMr.
Love „x_.
wqr,. Reever and Mrs. Delora Mank at- ed the Rebekah
-----------------------r J Capt.
__r . Walter
------- Carter
_ . of Bluehill is food that they paid for the privilege werc- Velma Brown, Irene Hisier and
Wednesday to Boston to
attem-1 ttnded the Grange Circle Wednesdaj lion jdjjp Adelle Feyler held
guest of Sheridan Billings. His
of eating it during Lent.
Russell French.
Thursday morning the wedding of in South Warren.
Monday
in Warren.
boat Larchmont II is hauled up at the
The old Orange County (New York)
their daughter. Marion Gertrud;}. [ Mr- and Mrs Clar®nce Barnard of Mr and Mrs
Jameson Basin.
Bank printed its bank notes in golden
to Charles Winslow Lewis. Jr., of Rockland and Mr. and Mrs. P. R. WOrthy patron and worthymatron I Christie Bray was at home from yellow to signify that butter was the
LINCOLNVILLE
Wellesley Kills. Mass,, and Kenite- Bow ley of Warren made a call Friday attended the Eastern Star meeting Isle au lHaut to pass the weekend.
source of the wealth and prosperity
Schools are closed until Monday.
bunkport.
Miss Lowe
attended ,at tile c c Bowers home.
and inspection Friday in Warren.
Mrs. Raymond Cousins, Mrs. How- of the county.
H. A. Miller and daughter, Doris,
Ncrtnflelc Seminary and thc Boston-'
Chute of Dutch Neck called
j ard Cousins of Portland. Mrs. Kate
The life of a milk bottle is now 30 are visiting in Boston and vicinity.
Museum School of Fine Arts. Mr.•• Sunday at L. I. Manks.
I Stanley and Mrs. Adrian Stanley of to 35 trips, in contrast to 22 trips
Norman Dickey is out of school on
SOUTH WARREN
Lewis wa-- ledui.ttc from the Ben
Ambrose Day of Fort Fairfield was
Stockton Springs are visiting Mr. some years ago.
account
of mumps.
cor. School flr.'* attended Bowdoi.i j recent guest at Ivan Scott’s.
' and firs. Theodore Boyce.
A golfer playing 18 holes on a warm
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Lewis have
Mr. -----------and Mrs.—
M. --T.---------------Mank and( son 1 Good 'Will Grange will hold a
College. He is rzw with the General
—
A surprise dinner for Mrs. Alda day gives off enough heat to raise
moved to Rocklapd where the former
Electric Co at ’Hdgeport, Conn.
Kenneth of Farmingdale were guests; Christmas sale Dec. 1 at its hall | Small in honor of her birthday was
the temperature of a ton of water
-----------------, Sunday at C. Bowers.’ Mr. and Mrs. I Beano will be played and supper will served Wednesday at the home of one degree, and loses enough water has employment.
Stanley Gray and son, Norman,
,4 L. A. Winchenbach and daughter Ar- be served at 6.30 followed by a social her mother Mrs. Annie Richards.
through perspiration to fill two water visited Monday in Bangor.
NORTH WARREN
villa of South Waldoboro were callers
Among those present were: Mrs. Josr glasses.
dance.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dickey and
there and at L. L. Mank's.
„
Sellers, Mrs. Muriel Judkins. Mrs.
Mrs. Nellie Orbeton is employed as
Two studies, one from England, the Miss Laura Young were in Belfast
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Orff and daugh Mr. and Mrs. Charles Copeland Howard Guptill alld Ba.bdra Mro
companion for a Unity woman who
other from Scotland, agree that pas- Sunday to visit Earl Young who reHar.
ter Elusa of North Waldoboro visited Mr. and Mrs. Charles Maxey ano Ev,, Qray Mrs Annie R,
will make her winter home in St.
teurization of the milk does not les- mains ill at Waldo County Hospital.
Sunday at J. L. Flanders.’
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Maxey of Thom- old ,Sma,L Montle Small, Mrs. Mfle
Petersburg, Fla.
sen the amount of calcium and phos
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Mel
guests
Wednesday. evening
, MTs. Harrj’ McIntire was guest of aston were
— «.
-------------------------- „
vin Dickey were their son, Leslie
Mrs. Erland Jura and Mrs. Charlie Mrs Henry Wilson at Hollis
at the Percy Hopkins home in Cam- Pierson and tlie guest of honor Mis. phorus retained bj’ the body.
Small.
America's daily milk supply is Dickey of North Hnven, Guilford
Klgle called recently on Mabie Crawpast wefk Mr McInt,re D>.son j den.
Lowell Kent and Perley Kent are enough to float the ship "Queen , <jray and Robert Lovell of Portland.
ford at the village.
Jameson, Mrs. Joseph Glaude and
Harold Rettew who has been spend home from yachting.
Mary with enough left over for n
Mrs. Florence MacDonald was a
William Anttiiia is confined to hls Mrs .Ru&sell McLeod wre visitors
Mrs. Lillian Eaton is visiting her couple of battleships.
ing a Two weeks' vacation with his
Belfast
visitor Saturday.
bed with a lame knee.
Sunday at Mr. and Mrs. Wilson's.
Every morning milk wagons are
family here, returned last Thursday daughter, Mrs. Helen Keenan in
An old fashioned supper and dance
Mrs. L. D. Gammon has been visit- Airs. McIntire returned home with
to New Jersey, to rejoin the UjS.S. Portland.
launched upon their rounds on 105 given Wednesday- at Tranquility hall
ing her mother. Mrs. Ann Moody a them.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Stinson have 1 thousand milk routes, of which 36 was successful and enjoyable. The
Sirius of the Merchant Marine.
few days.
Mrs. Doris Maxey and Mrs. Rachel
recently been in Portland and Bos- i thousand are operated by individuals beneficiary was Earl Young, who
Clifford Mank visited his uncle. Overlock, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rob- Rev. Sidney Packard of Boothbay ton.
who own the cows which produce the sustained a serious fall a few days
William Mank, at Knox Hospital last inson of South Warren. Carl Reever, Harbor called Saturday oh his forMalcoim Williams is laving tiie milk they deliver.
ago; as Mr. Young is blind this was
Sunday and found his condition about and Misses Martha Stanley of Bev- mer_ school teacher Mrs. Rose Mar- J ,oundation for Francis W11]iam£. „ew-----------------a double affliction. A well-arranged
the same.
I wly, Mass.. Una Clark. Muriel Chase sJTBil.
program was presented, the function
house
WEST WALDOBORO
Mrs. Elwcod Knight and daugh
netting $115.60.
ter June, have returned from a visit i Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Anderson of
A business trip to Portland was
with her aunt. Mrs. Fred Simpson in \ Portland were recent guests of Mrs. :aken recently by Mr. and Mrs. Allen
Camden.
i Elizabeth Hunt.
Morton. Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Young.
The past matrons of Juanita Chap- I Misses Esther Aulis and Martha Mrs. Annie Morton. Mr. and Mrs.
ter. OES. were entertained Friday- Winchenbach were Rockland visitors Ivan Ycung, Mrs. Annie Lermond
ind Callie Morse.
at the home of Mrs. Walter Coombs. 1 Friday.
Miss Marion Eugley has returned
F:ed Maker and Arthur Mahoney
Mrs. Mina Miles has been ill the
past week.
home from Leominster, Mass.
visited Sunday in Belmont.
Miss Ida Winchenbach spent the
Mrs. Lizzie Stewart who has been
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. George
weekend in Portland.
TENANTS HARBOR
Miss Martha Winchenbach of Au- Stewart for an extended visit, re
Charles Morris has the foundation gusta has been passing a vacation turned recently to Lowell.
built for a new house.
| with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alton
Smelt fishing is popular here and ' Winchenbach.
EAST UNION
fine catches are reported.
Mr. and Mrs. Harlow Genthner
The recent Pioneer Orange night
Mrs. Cecil Andrews has returned Iwere visitors Friday in Portland,
from an extended visit in Vermont. ' Christine Winchenbach and Pris- was one of the most delightful in
Manfred Humphrey has turned his ciI'a Winchenbach have returned :hat order's history. 70 members be
garage about and has added a sum- home after spending several months ing present to participate in festivi
ties. The final degree work was car
mer kitchen to
his house which !with their mother in Washington,
greatly improves its appearance.
j Dewey Winchenbach, Byron Mills ried out and this was succeeded by a
Arthur Daniels recently bagged a 'and Lawrence French each shot a harvest feast. The 34 invited guests
of Seven Tree Grange furnished an
fox on Otis Point.
buck Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Bragdon visit- I Mr- and Mrs. Frank Peterson of excellent program, Mrs. Ida Goss act
ed friends Sunday in Damariscotta, j Leominster. Mass, spent the weekend ing as lecturer. Selections consisted
of readings, vocal solos, recitations,
Charles Allen has moved from the at their home Kere.
Maxwell tenement in Willardham to ! Mlss IsaKel Kaler has been visit- amusing incidents recounted by Mr.
Tm getting my car Winter*
Robinson of St. George, piano solos
the Burdick house near Barter's
Mends In Massachusetts.
Point.
I Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Borden of by the young people and a humorous
proofed-at my Socony
Arthur Mills of Wallston brought 'Bath spent Sunday h^te with rela- sketch by Mrs. Bertha Bryant.
Mrs. Winona Brown was hostess
home a doe ifrom a recent hunting tivesDealer! He uses special
Wednesday
to Mrs. Emma Went
trip in Wesley.
i Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach
products. Has lots of ex*
St. George Granite Co. expects an- i and Mlss Eleanor Winchenbach werc worth. Mrs May Robbins and Mrs.
Ada Hastings of Searsmont.
other barge soon to load paving for visitors Sunday in Friendship.
perience. In fact, Winter*
Mary Hilt is convalescing from an
New
York.
j
-------------------------------------------—
X
operation which she recently under
Willis Wilson passed the weekend
proofing is his specialty!
went at Knox Hospital.
with his family. On returning to
V. A. Torrey, Jr. and family were
I know it’s absolutely the
Criehaven. he found the storms and '
guests
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Virgil
rough weather had raised havoc with
best to make my car run
Torrey.
his lobster gear 50 traps having been
Several parents from here whose
lost.
smooth all winter!
children participated in the school
Mrs. Mattie Barter of Rockland
concert Friday night In Union were
has been visiting Mrs. Allen Conary
Doctors say your kidneys contain 15 miles
in attendance and were gratified at
and other friends here the past week. of tiny tubes or lilters which help to purify the
the fine showing of the pupils.
Wood and keep vOu healthy. Most people pass
Albert Slingsby, Maynard Wiley about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds of waste.
This winter your car will need: MOBILOIL ARCTIC—the
The Twilight Club of Camden was
STOP AT YOUR
f
requent
or
scunty
passages
with
smarting
and LauTence Watte went Saturday and burning shows there may be something
world’s largest-selling winter oil WINTER MOBILGAS—Amer
entertained last Thursday at a baked
to Waltham in quest of deer The wrong with your kidneys or bladder.
ica's favorite, quick-starting winter gasoline. MOBILGREASES
bean supper at the home of Mr. and
An excess of acids or poisons in your blood,
weather proved too stormy and they when due to functional Kidney disorders, may
—to protect the chassis. MOBIL FREEZONE —the new anti
Mrs. V. A. Torrey.
be the cause of nagging backache, rheumatic
returned home the same day.
pains, leg pains, loss of pep and energy, get
freeze petroleum made possible. MOBILOIL GEAR OIL —for
FOR THE BEST WINTER
up nights swelling, puffiness under
A stretch of gravelled road 600 feet ting
Truck covers, spray hoods, canvas
'
headaches and dizziness.
easy-shifting gears. Ask your nearest Socony dealer about his
long has been completed, extending
Asl?
dr9,W“t for Do«n’.
PROOF JOB IN TOWN!
of all kinds. Power machine stitch
rilla, used aucceaefuUy by millions for over 40
PROGRESSIVE WINTER-PROOF SERVICE REPORT.
from the church toward Wallston vil years. They live happy relief and will help the ing. Awnings stored. Rockland Awn
15 nulea of kidney tubes flush out poisonoua
lage.
waste from your blood. Gat Loan's PiU*.
ing Co., 16 Willow St.

THOSE

COMING NOV. 25-2S

WONDERFUL BOY SINGERS

WALDO THEATRE
HET! HET! "THEODORA" IS
> * ON THE LOOSE ACAIN!

I

SOCONY DEALERS
OUT TO MAKE

FRIENDS

SOCONY

HERE IN ROCKLAND^

HELP
KIDNEYS PASS
3 LBS. A DAY

Going wilder lhan
ever on Broadway!
Doing that dance
which made Fark
Avenue’s eyes pop!
Handing you the
season's smartest
screenfulof madcap
love and laughs!

DUNNE

RALPH BELLAMY
ALEXANDER D'ARCY
CECIL CUNNINGHAM
1 LEO McCARET MOOUCTIOD
Scrten Floy by,Vina Dolmor
skx o r Product, EVettTT NSKIN
Oir.ct.d hy'ltO

A .I
■

A COLUMBIA PICTURE
141Tt

WALDOBORO
Mrs. Fannie Burns of Boston is at
her home here this week.
Mr. and Mrs. S. C Hemingway and
family of Syracuse N. Y„ are at
'Olenhurst.’’
Richard Acorn and Everett Acorn,
who are employed in Worcester
Mass., are guests of their parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Alva Achorn.
Schools are closed from Thursday
until Monday.
Miss Anne Ashworth, who attends
school in St. Johnsmury, Vt„ is pass
ing the holiday with her parents. Dr.
and Mrs. T. C. Ashworth.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Jameson. Jr.
and Mrs. Elmer Jameson of Warren
arc visiting relatives in New York
and Connecticut.
Miss Jane Rider is a patient in the
Deaconess (Hospital, Boston. She
was accompanied by her mother, Mrs.
Harold Rider.
Mr. and Mrs. IH. P. Mason are
visiting in Pigeon Cove. Mass.
At the evening session recently held
in the High School building half hour
classes were conducted In each class
room followed by an assembly in the

gymnasium. During the assembly
the semi-finals of the public speak
ing contest were held. The session
was attended by 130 guests.
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay attended
the board meeting of the New Eng
land Conference of Women's Clubs
in Boston. Mrs. I. S. Bailey accom
panied her, returning Saturday.
Mrs. Carrie Wallace, who is pass
ing the winter in Rockland, has been
guest for a few days of Mrs. Ralph
Morse.

SOUTH THOMASTON
Miss Bertha lliplcy is having a
week's vacation from her work in
, Camden an J will spend Thanksgiving
with hcr parents, Mr. and Mrs. Free
, Ripley.

Mrs. Helen Emery is guest of her
parents Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Bartlett
, for Thanksgiving week.
At the beano party at the Grange
hall Friday night prizewinners were
Malcolm Jackson. Merrill Wall.
, Louise Rackliffe, Annie Dennison,
and Lempi Makinen. The party next
Friday is the last of the series.

FLORIDA

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to all points of Interest—Modern in everv way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-Moor porches,
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.

HOTEL

Booklet

on
Application

llloe to

GRALYNN
Corner Second Street

H. II. Mase

.

Manager

and Ftrit Avenae

October
Hotel
Maselynn
Stamfora
Del. Co.
N. Y.

Moderate Rates
Dining Room Service Unaurpaued
?<>
ez

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/

HATESi

S»3»
All *OOM| WITH |AT«

••tlly Mist

to Vour hotel in BOSTON

500 RoomJ
RADIO
SERVIDOR
TUB '’.SHOWER

SOCONY DEALER

NORTH STATION

•< STEP - Frcm your TRAIN* hyiur ROOM*
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Feb. 9—Rockport-Thomaston at
«
Thomaston.
Advertisements
ln
this
column
not
to
I
Sixteen members of the Federated
Feb.
10—Rockland-Camden
at
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
Circle, met Tuesday at the home of
Camden.
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
(By the Pupila)
lines five cents each for one time I BROWN male Pomeranian lost MonMrs. Bowdoin L. Grafton. Plans were
Feb. 17—Thomaston-Camden at tional
10 cents for three times. Six small words i day. answers to name of “Laddie.” Remade for the annual Christmas ba
to a line.
| ward. TEL. 1028-W, 148 Broadway.
Thomaston.
140-142
zaar which is to be held Dec. 2 in
Miss Additon's fourth period Eng
Feb. 17—Rockland-Rockport at
NOTICE ls hereby given of the loss of
the Congregational vestry. A rum
lish class was recently entertained by Rockport.
“ deposit book numbered 27360, Issued ln
the name of Fred Anderson, Rockland,
mage sale will be held at 10 o'clock;
a short radio sketch taken from the
All games will start at 7 p m.
t Maine, and the administrator of the esWANTED
at 1.30 o'clock there will be various
"Legend of Sleepy Hollow.” The Letters are to be given the Rockland
f 1 tate of Fred Anderson asks for dupllSALADA TEA meets every test of
articles on sale and at 6.30 o'clock a
sketch directed by Miss Additon and High boys forplaying in theLeague
^^^^^“^""rwkland'savinos
fine quality. In flavor —in aroma—
supper will be served. Committees
announced by Priscilla Brazier in games. The team has not yet been poultry wantad. top prices paid. 1.1 bank, by edward j. hellier, TreasPOUST. 91No. Main St., Tel.41-J.
urer. Rockland, Me , Nov. 24. 1937
are; Decorating. Mrs. Weston Young,
cluded the following cast: Donald | chosen.
139*1441
141*Th-147
in
color
it
is
unequaled.
Enjoy
Fogg. “Ichabod Crane;” Everett
• • • *
Mrs. Forest W. Stone. Mrs. Orvel
PATIENTS cared for at Rest Haven i —
Home. 105 Limerock St . R
Williams. Mrs. Frank Grant and Mrs.
Spear. "Master Yost Van Huten;" J At the fortnightly faculty meeting Convalescent
the taste-thrill of fine tea—buy
Tel 1293
EVA AMES.
140*142 ♦
Geraldine Norton. "Katrinka Van ' held in the library and presided over SUPERFEX stove wanted, pot type
Edgar Cobb; rummage sale. Miss Jes
140*142
Tassel;" Stanley Murray, "Brom Van j by Principal Blaisdell. Mr. Bowden, burner 11 STATE ST.
sie Crawford, cooked food. Mrs. Rich
Brunt:" Vivian Strout. "Katrinka's! Miss Hughes. Miss Nottage. Mr. OLD DOLLS wanted. Write what you
ard E. Dunn, Mrs. Walter B. Willey
have. Old glass, goblets, any pattern,
SPOOL BED for sale; also bureaus,
mother;" Edwin Tyler. "Katrinka's Chick, and Mr. McCarty gave in and wine glasses, also old Iron mechani chairs,
Mrs. Edward G. Weston and Mrs.
dishes, sewing machine, dining
cal
banks.
Will
buy
old
flax
wheels
father;" two men. Donald Cates and teresting reports of the State Teach and sea chests. Write COLLECTOR. Box set. book case, books, old fashioned bass
William Hastings; candy. Mrs. Wes
viol, trunks. 2 pr. crutches; house with
136-141 modern Improvements; barn, 7 acres of
Almond Young. It was dramatized ers Convention. Supt. Cummings was | 635. Rockland. Me
ton Young and Mrs. Orvel Williams;
land 32 OLIVER ST
140-142
for Book Week to encourage students a guest.
fancy articles. Mrs. Elmer R. Biggers.
* ■
•
•
•
•
PORTER-CABLE.
Take-a-bout
sanding
to
read
more
books.
Mrs. William Richards and Mrs. Hu
machine for sale.
Perfect condition,
*
EdwaTd Law from the manual
bert F. Leach; aprons. Mrs. Frank D.
price right. SPEAR'S OARAGE. South
TO LET
♦
Warren._________________________ 141*143
A
fine
Thanksgiving
program
of
I
training
department
is
giving
a
demHathorne and Mrs. Foster Fales;
THIRTY-FIVE cords hard dry wood
music and poetry was presented at j onstration for the home economics. •t
.
,
twenty-five cent table. Mrs. Sanford
fitt>
aUV.i IAJ -V». at
<B V 5 for sale; long and ••
V V d. fr*priced to sell.
Tuesday morning's assembly with department on reflnlshing chairs.
! Noru^Mui^st ELMER
B. Comery and Mrs. Evelyn Snow;
C. DAVIS. .t
375 I MATTI SAARI. Waldoboro.
141*143
Patricia Hall as chairman and leader
• • • •
| Main St., Tel. 77.
126*128-tf
supper. Mrs. Lee W. Walker, Mrs.
OREEN Hard Mountain wood for sale,
of devotions. These numbers were I Tickets for “Big Hearted Herbert," FIVE-ROOM apartment to let. MRS $7.50 Junks; $8 fitted; $1 ft. del. HAS
Frank D. Hathorne. Mrs. Bowdoin
CHARLES MCAULIFFE, 42 Fulton St.. KELL BROS , 45 So. Main St., Tel. 25
presented:
"Firelight
Shadows."! senior class play, coached by Miss Tel 960-R.
140*142
L. Grafton. Mrs. J. Russell Davis,
141*143
"Dream Faces," "Blue Skies," Junior Parker, are on sale. The cast and IN THOMASTON to let—modern house ! . BULL DOGS for 6ale; two pretty
Mrs. Edgar Cobb and Mrs. W B. D.
white markings; six
puppies.
New England s favorite for nearly half-a-century
apartment. 6 rooms. Comfortable. |, dark ATr'lT.'?
High orchestra directed by Miss ' committees are hard at work, making and
Gray.
easy to heat. Garage with each For parJjuPPm 8 Tenant’s Harbor MTH
Hagar; “Humoresque," Edwin Jones; this play the usual success.
tlculars see W J ROBERTSON LUMBER ??SE HUPPER. Tenant s Harbor.^TeL
Miss Jeanette Henry, who is at
139-141
417
141-143 4-3.
YARD. Thomaston.
“Papillon," Geraldine Norton; Quar• • • •
tending Gorham Normal School is
COAL. wood, coke for sale; delivered
tet; "Come Ye Thankful People,"
Season basketball tickets and sea- UNFURNISHED apartment to let. three anywhere ln Knox County. J. B. PAUL
spending the holiday weekend with afternoon to celebrate her 12th birth
rooms all ln good co ltd ltion. rent very
DEMOCRATIC NOMINATIONS
Jessie Olds, Laura Pomeroy, Betty son winter sports tickets are on sale low FLOYD SHAW. 47 North Main St . SEN. Tel Thomaston 62. ______ 124*144
WARREN
her parents. Mr and Mrs. Arthur J. day anniversary. Gabes were played
1935 DODGE ’2 ton pick-up for sale,
140-142
| Beach and Elizabeth Lurvey; saxa- at popular prices. These tickets of Tel. 422-R
low mileage, excellent condition. LEON
Henry.
For Mayor
and refreshments were served. Those
Miss Eleanor Gcodwin is spending
TO RELIABLE PARTY all furnished A LUDWIG. Newcastle._______ 139*141
phone solo, “The Colonel's Party." fer a great saving over the individual
house to let at 58 Brewster St. No small
Franklin Comery p.nd Bradford in the party were Misses Virginia the holiday weekend at her home in
NEW milch Jersey cow for sale BERT
Virginia Rackliffe; selections from tickets.
children. Apply on PREMISES.
COLLAMORE. New County Road.
Charles M. Richardson
Jealcus students at Bowdoin College Roes. Mary Luce, Phyllis Hall, Kennebunkport.
139*141
•
•
•
•
________________________________ 140*142
"Waiting for the Robert E. Lee,”
Of Ward Three
are home for the Thanksgiving week Florine Burnham. Betty Barton. Jean
UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY. Up stairs
Walter Gay is in Rockland with
LYNN range burner, deluxe, also cir
Members of the Senior and Junior apartment.
Virginia Rackliffe and Dudley Har
7
large
rooms.
2
small
rooms,
j
culating heater for quick sale—bar
end.
Gilchrest. Eleanor Nelson. Priscilla ; relatives for the holiday weekend.
vey; violin solo, “The Old Refrain," High are starting a Fuller Brush sale bath room and all modern conveniences, gains A. L. ROKES. Tel. 880, City.
Ward One
(ui.
o-i-.
hot water, steam heated, gas range, flne
Miss Maxine Lindsey, daughter of Hastings. Audrey Simmons. Rose and
Shirlene McKinney, with Mary Lamb this t^eek. Sales, are for the most central location $30 monthly. One-half , ________________________________ 139*141
Mrs. Willis R. Vinal is holiday guest
Alderman
—
Arthur
W.
Gray.
__ *
__ _at __
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice E. Lindsey, is Maxine Mitchell.
part,
to
be
made
in
the
homes
of
the
private garage adjoining
small_____
addl-I PAIR black horses for sale, weight
at the piano; Thanksgiving poems,
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sampson in
I tional cost. Appl’y «»
at oo
22 SCHOOL O
ST.
’T about 1200 pounds, clever and good workSchool Committee—Clara T. Curtis. Ruth Thomas;
visiting her grandparents. Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. William White went North Fryeburg.
139*141 ers Reasonable price. LEON A LUD"Heart Tones," pupils.
WIG, Newcastle.
139*141
Warden—Fred W. Gray.
Mrs. Herbert L. Kenniston in War Tuesday to Boston where they will
FOUR-ROOM unfurnished, all modern
Trumpeter." Junior High orchestra;
Rev. H. I. Holt addressed the High
1937 DODGE 4-door Touring Sedan for
to let. with garage 38 Beech
Ward Clerk—Mary Sylvester.
ren for a few days.
be guests of Mr. and Mrs John Mc- School assembly Wednesday on thc
Miss Alma Winchenbaugh of apartment
• America the Beautiful," school sing
St Rent reasonable. L. A. THURSTON. sale, low mileage, perfect condition.
Friendship has entered the junior! Tel. 1159.___________________ 140-ui LEON A LUDWIG. Newcastle. 139*141
Miss Elizabeth Henry, a student at donough for Thanksgiving. They were subject "Thanksgiving."
Ward Two
ing directed by Mr. McCarty.
SEVENTEEN GUNS for sale or trade,
cjass
| IN THOMASTON, furnished or partly
....
the University of Maine, is spending accompanied by Miss Mary McEvoy
Alderman—John T. Perry.
furnished apt., to let. 5 sunny rooms. also watches. GEORGE K. JAMESON.
Miss Lillian Russell is home from
139*141
• • • *
bath.
MRS
A. H. PILLSBURY. 19 R.F.D., Rockland.
At the weekly meeting of the A A.
the holidays with her parents. Mr. of Petersham and Boston, who has
School Committee—Bernice Staples.
Cambridge. Mass., for the holiday
139*141
Mrs. Robinson attended with her Green street
STRAW for sale. MABEL G GRINbeen visiting her sister-in-law, Mrs.
Club i Ambitious Artists) 12 members
and Mrs. Arthur J. Henry.
Warden
—
Albert
Cables.
NELL.
Union.
139-141
weekend.
were present. Offlcers elected were , husband, the New Eng.and High de^™^OI,*^';ti^heaterfO 12 knox
This is the month to enroll in the John McEvoy for two weeks, and
Ward Clerk—O. Sheldon Gray.
E FLAT alto Saxaphone for sale. TEL.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Simmons
president,
Betty
Monroe
;
vice-presi,
School
Commercial
Teachers
Asst
..
Tel.
156-w
1
_
33-tf
Mrs.
McEvoy,
both
of
whom
will
be
101-M.
135-tf
Red Cross. A house-to-house can
Ward Three
dent, Dorothy Peterson; secretary.! sociation Convention, Saturday, at
five-room
furnished
house
at'stoves for sale
enamel,electric.
vass is being made in this town by guests of Mrs. George Jenkins in have as guest Mrs. Maude Rowe of
.. . „ ,
... .
_
Kntel Rnnrrnft in Worcester
Mr
Spruce Head, to let. tery leasonable. fire- Franklin for wood or coal; also coffee
Alderman—James P Kent.
Marie Dodge; treasure. Virginia Bow- 1 Hotel tsancroit in Worcester, -vir wood for the cutting TEL. 793-W•** after
-»•— 1 percolator, restaurant size; 138 CAMMiss Jane R. Miller, Miss Jessie Amherst Mass., also by Miss Myma i East Providence.
136-tf i den ST.. Tel. 1214-M. Call after 5 p m.
School Committee—Vivian
F ley. At present, they are making Dliot R. Duncan, a former teacher of ? P m
Crawford, Miss Ella K Gilchrest. Copeland, who was enroute to Paw-1 Repairs at the Charles Simmons
FURNISHED apartment to let. four
134-tf
Christmas cards and booklets under Rockland High School, was presi- rooms' bath v p studley. 283 Main
Mrs. Helen M. Elliot, Mrs. Margaret tucket. R I., to visit Mr. and Mrs house include the removal of the front Hewett.
Warden—Lola M Smith.
the direction of Miss Thompson.
! d<“nt of the association, and Mrs. | st, Tel. 1154 or 77 Park st.. Tel. 330
porch, and a side porch which has
M. Stone. Miss Margery E. Mills and Albert Copeland for several days.
____________________________
138-tf ,
Ward Clerk—Alice Luke.
• • • •
j Robinson is a member of the MemMiss June Henry of Worcester. *3€en merged.
Miss Dorothy L. Starrett. If desired
,,
. .
_
...
, SEVEN-ROOM apartment to let at 14
Office boys this week have been bership Committee. They spent the Suffolk st. inquire tel. ioi-m 135-tf
the membership fee of $1 may be Mass, is visiting her parents. Mr. and 1 Students home over the holiday
Ward Four
upstair apartment to let. five rooms, n*o*****«**«***»*««**«**«*»*«****«*«**»*o*il
White, Irving McConchie week-end with Mr. and Mrs. Duncan 1 bath;
Wilbert
sent to the local chairman. Mrs. R. Mrs. Arthur J. Henry for a week.
from the University of Maine are
Alderman—Raymond C. Perry.
at 34 Pleasant St. TEL. 902-W. 36
McCaslin.
Robert
Guptill.
hi
Danvers
Pleasant St.
138-tf
MALE INSTRUCTION. Men to take up
O. Elliot, or to the treasurer. Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Richard W. Fevler Douglas Gray. Richard Bucklin and
School
Committee—Harold
E Robert
• • ••
FURNISHED
apartment to let of four | Alr Conditioning and Electric RefrlgDonald Chaples, Douglas Small, Ro- >
.
,
, -------------- —
Jessie M. Stewart. One half of the are in Lakewood. R. I., to spend the Fred Bucklin.
Coombs.
--------------------eratlon
and better themselves. Must
, , _,____ _
win,.™ ! The home economics girls met this rooms and bath. MRS J. P. white. be mechanically
Inclined, willing to train
land Thompson and Russell W llliam-I
___
102 Union St. Tel 628-M
136-tf
dollar remains in town and is used holiday with Mrs. Pevler's father,
Warden—Frank L. Newbert.
Nineteen deer have been shot herc
week to form a Home Economics------------------------------------------------- In spare time to qualify. Write UTILI
i>on.
.
,
.
,
..
_
_
.
I
HOUSE
to
let.
with
all
Improvements,
for local needs the greater part to Nathaniel A. Tiffany.
TIES IN8T , care The Courler-Oazette.
Ward Clerk—Josephine P. Scho
to date. Four were shot Monday.
• • • »
#
Club and elected these officers; Presi- corner Limerock St., and Broadway.
140*142
provide glasses for children whose
1
dent
Irmni
K'lnsra^'
vice-nresident
month. V F. STUDLEY, 283 Main
Miss Frances H. Babb of Spring- Stanley Young getting a buck: An field.
PIOS KILLED, good work, prompt serv
Ralph
Hoffses
has
been
an
efficient
,
ent
P
Kanga.
.
uce
president.
st
t
or
n
Park
st
Tel
1154
or
330
parents are unable to do so. It is field. Vt., is passing the Thanksgiving drew Connell, a spike horn buck; El
ice MASON JOHNSON. Tel. 138. 139-141
Ward Five
secretary to Princinal Blaisdell this Pearl ^onard; secreta7' Vi?inla —
the only fund available for this work. recess from her teaching duties, with bert Starrett. a doe; and E C. Boody
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or to
,
Merriam:
treasurer,
Mary
Cross.
furnished
apartment
to
let.
four
Alderman—Wm. J. Sullivan.
let for the season. Phone us. Rockland
■week.
...
,
, nn trtirtinrv
, , .
.v rooms,
bath
MRS
W
S.- KENNISTON.
Mr. ana Mrs. Maurice E. Lindsey Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Crawford. She of Rockland, a doe. George Leonard
-•
. TU.
cirle
n
va nionnnrr
the
•
»«
—
..
.
—
.
.
—
133
980, STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
The girls are planning on joining the j i76 So Matn st„ Tel. 874-w.
School Committee—Flora Mer
were guests of Mr. and Miles Jones was accompanied by Miss Priscilla shot an eight-point buck Tuesday.
131-tf
State and National Home Economics
FIVE-ROOM rent to let on Trinity St
chant.
Only
three
days
of
school
this
ROCKLAND RADIATOR WORKS. 70
in Union Monday at a venison supper. Noddin of Manchester. N. H. who is
An excellent home. MENS SHOP, corner
Mr. and Mrs. Frtnk D. Rowe ar.d
' Club later.
Warden-Bernice A Hatch.
Main Ac Park Sts
127-tf Park St Radiators repaired, recored and
week.
Miss Lena Shorey of Portland is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. S F Copeland were
cleaned New and used radiators Work
UNFURNISHED 4-room heated apart- guaranteed. We also buy used radia
Ward
Clerk
—
Lura
F
Doherty.
passing the Thanksgiving weekend Ernest Buswell in Rockland, mean entertained Sunday night at the hom?
Members of Junior High will en- ment to let at 15 Summer st. MRS. tors ln any condition.
140*142
There has been a meeting of those ;
131-tf
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. time.
Ward Six
of Mr. and Mrs. E. F Glover in Rcckjoy a social tonight, with a movie for FROST. Tel. 318-W.
PIANO, vocal, Hawaiian guitar, piano
interested
in
hockey,
with
Howe
accordion lessons at your home. $1.
Charles E. Shorey.
entertainment. Refreshments will be i
Alderman—Marcellus M. Condon.
C A LUNDELL. Friendship.
131-tf
Mrs. William T. Flint went Wed < land.
Glover.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy E Demmons
Legal Notices
[ served by this committee: Nancy
Arthur
Simmons
of
Friendship
was
School
Committee
—
Edith
Atwood.
WATCHMAKER—Repairing
watches,
nesday to Marlboro. Mass., to spend
went Wednesday to Lawrence. Mass the holiday weekend with her mother overnight Suest Wednesday of Mr
clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and de
Warden—Leroy A. Watson.
Katherine Rice and Drury Rice Howard chairman. Dorothy Trask.
Si tTl OF MAINE
liver. S ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23 Amesto Join their daughter. Miss Mildred
|
and
Mrs.
Austin
Wiley,
on
his
way
to
Ward
Clerk
—
Janet
W.
Tait.
from
Washington.
D.
C.
have
entered
;
Ruth
Spear.
Marjorie
Mills.
Maxine
office
of
secretary
of
state
bury 8^ Rockland. Tel. 958-J
131-tf
Mrs. Frank Winn.
Demmons. who is visiting at the home
Senior High and Junior High re- | Cheyne. Barbara Black, and Pauline
H0Uce ls *“r^tagi”u'CthMra4commu
Bowling Green. Fla
LADIES- Reliable hair goods at Co:kWard
Seven
Williams-Brasier
Post
Auxiliary
will
land
Hair
Store.
24
Elm
St.
Mall
oidera
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Twiss, for
Badge awards to members of For- I
spectively. Katherine is from Wood- j Spear
I
Prison at Thoma,solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
meet Friday night at 7 o'clock at the
Alderman—Russell Bartlett.
Thanksgiving.
get-me-not Girl Scout Troop at a '
131-tf
'
row
Wilson
High
and
Drury
is
from
'
.
ton
under
sentence
for the crime of
home
of
Mrs.
Earl
Risteen
2
Gleason
School
Committee
—
Ethel
B
x-°n- |
; The Art Club of Junior High met i Felonious Assault ls now pending teMiss Mabelle Brown of Portsmouth.
PAPER PRESS, for sale, for baling old
court of honor held Monday after- I
Alice
Deal
School.
j
fore
the
Governor
and
Council,
and
non.
paper, etc Capacity 150 lb. bales. Apply
Brown.
N. H, is with her parents. Capt. and street. A quilt will be knotted.
noon by Capt. Irene Starrett. were
I in Room 22 with Miss —
............. hearing thereon will be granted ln the at this OFFICE
113-tf
Warden—Edward M. Tolman.
Mrs. Jofin Brown for the holiday.
Heart usher Kathleen Chase has the first meeting Mary Wotton Was Council Chamber at Augusta, on WedAt the Baptist Church Sunday j Christine Jones, musician home mak
Head
usner.
Katnieen
cna»e.
na.
,
ra
„
c
,.
r
nesday.
the
first
day
of
December,
1937.
Waid Clerk—Dorothy M. Baxter.
Mrs. Mary Marden of Portland and school will begin at 9 o'clock instead er and Girl Scout rambler; Mary Lud
chosen these assistants for the Senior made president, Mary Perry treasur- at ten o'clock a m.
-_____________________________
j »------- «_-i---- - ------HAROLD I. OOSS.
her daughter. Miss Barbara Marden of 9.45 as usual. The 11 o'clock wig. health winner; Elizabeth Ken
class play, Dec. 9 and 10: Madeline ii —, —
and
Nancy Parker secretary.
Deputy Secretary of State.
of Rumford are guests of Mr. and preaching service will be cancelled in niston. cock; Dorothy Simmons, pio Piano solo, Mrs. Arietta Flagg of Phiibrick. Lempi Kangas. Anna Pel- i Plans were made for making Christ135*Th-141
Mrs. John Hewett for Thanksgiving order that members may attend the neer scholarship; Etta Starrett handy- Waldoboro, vocal solo, Mrs. Ruby licane, Josephine Pellicane. Ruth |mas
and Christmas Place
8-F.GAL NOTICE
Spiritual Recovery Crusade in Rock woman. cook; Ruth Starrett, pioneer; Allen of Rockland; tap dance, Miss Oliver. Frances Hatch. Elizabeth Cards.
weekend.
Whereas. Mary M Simmons of Rock
land. County of Knox and State of
Mrs. Etta Richards, who has been land at 10.30.
Madeleine Haskell, pioneer, canner: Avis Maloney of Waldoboro; reading, Hammond. Meredith Mundie, MarMaine, by her mortgage deed, dated June
,,
. , _
,
x
™
„
j i Word comes from the science de- 4. 1934, and recorded In the Knox Reg
visiting her cousin. Mrs. Bessie Briggs
Mrs. HaZel Bowers of Waldoboro; garet Davenport. Eleanor Barnard,
J
Evelyn Smith, laundress.
.
„ .
j
„
partment. that Rockland High will istry of Deeds, Book 236, Page 321. con
in Winthrop, for three months, re
Maurice Wiley of Eangor was sup- vocal solo. Miss M. Grace Walker; Maxine Kent, and Viola Conary.
veyed to the Rockland Loan Sr Build
i.
’
_ _
„
. ,
again award the Baush E. Lomb Hon- ing Association, a corporation legally
turned Wednesday to the home of Mr.
per guest Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. reading. Mrs. Corinne Perkins; and in
,
,
,
.
,
i
nrarv
Science
Award
this
vear
This
'
andofexlstng
the laws
The combined faculty members oi OTar>
Award tnis jear. inis organized
or fhe gtate
Malne under
and located
at
and Mrs. Charles E. Shorey for the
conclusion a song by the group, ReAustin Wiley.
Tnnlnr and
qenlnr
Hioh
are
nlanninv
SW
’
ard
is
in
the
form
Of
a
bronze
Rockland
ln
said
Knox
County,
the folwinter.
Junior and Senior Hlgn are planning ,
lowing described real estate, together
Recent visitors at Mrs. Clara Spear’s freshments were served.
a social get-to-gether at Community medaldonated by the Bausn E. Lomo with the buildings thereon, situated in
John Singer, a student at the Bent
The annual fair will be Dec, 10.
were Mrs. Ellej) Wellman and Maurice
*oan„jtbouncled and de8Crlbed »s
Building Monday evening. Dec. 13. ‘ ‘ Optical Company. It is presented to i ${*0
ley School of Accounting in Boston,
Wellman.
a
student
of
*the
high
school
and
beginning
at the northeast corner
and his roommate, Vincent Potter of
• • • •
MARTINSVILLE
Miss Mina Tower, a former in- member of graduating class who. in Lhie "straetT'tYenU “orthe8rl””nn’sa<ld
Canojohare, N. Y., are spending the
Reception To District Deputy
structor in Mathematics, is visiting the opinion of the faculty, has shown J-,*11®
feet 10 land
of
holiday weekend with the former's
O Slnghl. now of Timothy SulllThe Farm Bureau will meet Dec. 1 friends over the Thanksgiving holl- I the greatest progress in three years t Well
Miss Adelle Feyler. newly appointed
van; thence westerly on said Sullivan
mother. Mrs. Charles W. Singer.
district deputy for district 15 of Re- in the afternoon with Mrs. Josie daysof xcipntiflp studies
Kent Qtanlpv ' I6highli land to the line of the Maine
, 1 SCientlHC studies.
Kent Staniej Central Raliro!|d running from the depot
Mrs. Grace Payson is visiting Miss
bekah Lodges was tendered a rccep- Conary for elec‘ion of officers,
• • • •
( won the award last year. The medal w the seashore; thence southerly h
Helen L. Carr for several days at her
A movie. "In Old Santa Fe." was ls on exhibltion in
17.
I {>« d»haa‘d, Rb™
tion Monday night at Mystic Rebekah
Edgar Hart has returned home sufhome on Elliot street.
____________
i th^flrst ^mentioned bound.
Lodge. In the receiving line were ficiently recovered from his recent shown after school Tuesday, and will ,
Mr. and Mrs. John Creighton of
also be shown at the Junior High
This year, the smart thing is to use conveyed to Marv M^simtnons by*oeotxe
Mbs Adele Feyler. district deputy: trij t0 be about the house.
Ashburnham. Mass., are guests of her
Mrs. Carrie R. Smith, deputy mar.-na., [ Roscoe Hupper returned Sunday social tonight.
Personalized Holiday Greetings. Make ^s^dKremX ‘nVXo^Reg.: I
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Edward J.
Albert MacPhail cf Owl . Head, grand
Neft. YOrk city having spent sevi your selection now—while all lines i ls‘ry of Deeds- Book 219, Page 362, to
Hellier. in Rockland, and his mother,
The Aviation and Chemistry club ...
®'hlcd d"d and record reference may
herald; Emerson W. Perkins, district era, days here
guest Qf hls mQther
.
complete, you Will find just the be had for a more particular descripMrs. John Creighton in this town for
deputy and deputy marshal Edwin Mrf. Joe[ Hupper
under the direction of Mr. Rossnagel. sentiment and design you wish for tl0.“ ?f
premises hereby conveyed,
the holiday weekend. They were ac
And whereas the condition of said
plan to have work and discussion thfi modest sum Qf $1 wh)(;h wln' buy mortgage
COURIER-GAZETTE SPECIAL
Gammon: past deputies Mrs. Conj
_* «■
has
been broken;
companied by Miss Lucille Dolliver,
.. Xv. , , « , tt
v,.
William Harris and Adelbert Sub meetings each week. The Chemistry from lg t0 5Q cards depending Qn the
Now. therefore, by reason of the
WHITE VELLUM
stance MacPhail of Owls Head. Mr^
u ..
breach ot the condition thereof, said
a student at the State Teacher's Col
„ ,,
_,
,, „
... mons have returned from hunt ng
Monarch Size
will be just a touch of Practical quality The Courier-Gazette-adv I Rorkland Loan A Building Association
Ilda Russell. Mrs. Edna Moore. Mi lege. in Fitchburg. Mass., who will
County, each with a Home Chemistry, covering things I
, i claims foreclosure of said mortgage
75 sheets 7MxlOI4
Shirley Bowley. Mrs „
Hazel1 Bowers n-of lr
f-_ Washington
_ __
In Witness Whereof, the said Rockbe with her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
fine deer.
50 envelopes 4x7)4
which have to do with home life.
I land loan & Building Association has
Waldoboro Miss Clemmie Rcbbins of
Garfield O. Dolliver.
'
caused
this Instrument to be sealed
YoUr name and address on paper
Mrs.
Joel
Hupper
and
Miss
Mar

The Aviation section will build and
Union, Clarence Benner. Mrs. Maude
with Its corporate seal and signed ln
and envelopes printed in Blue,
Beta Alpha Club met in the Bap
Its corporate name by Harry O Ourdy.
MICKIE SAfS—
Greenlaw and Mrs. Gertrude Benner, jorie Hupper went Wednesday to discuss models, and then compare
Black, Green or Brown ink.
Its Secretary, thereunto duly authorized,
tist vestry Monday night, with 25 in
them with real aviation. Over fifty
all of Waldctoro; Mrs. Corinne Per Bangor to spend the winter.
this eighteenth day of November ln
Only $1.35 postpaid
attendance. The evening was spent
the year of our Lord, one thousand nine
Mrs. Cecil Andrews of Shelburne, boys have joined. Offlcers will be
kins, noble grand of Mystic Rebekah
hundred and thirty-seven.
OUR. OFFICE ISAS eiOSE
sewing the Christmas baskets. Re
ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILDING
Lodge, and Miss Avis Maloney, vice Vt., is visiting her father, Capt S. elected at the next meeting.
AS VOUR TElePHOME » DID VOU
ASSOCIATION.
freshments were served by Mrs. Myr
T. Lowe.
grand of Mystic Rebekah Lodge.
(Seal)
EVER THlUKOF TMATt WE ARE
tle Strong, Mrs. Vera Robinson Mrs.
Under the direction of Mr. Ross
Signed) HARRY O. GURDY.
ALWAYS AT THE OTHER EMD,
Miss Feyler and her deputy marshal
Robert Marsh of Massachusetts is
Secretary.
Georgle Thorndike and Miss Frances
READY TO TAW! ORDERS FOR
Mr. Perkins, and hls reputy marshal guest of Mr. and Mrs. N. H. Gardner. nagel a four-school basketball league
138-Th-144
M. Shaw.
PRlUriMG, WAMf ADS, AJEU/S,
for
the
Junior
High
boys
has
been
! were presented with gifts by Mr.s CoSUBSCRIPTiOUS
ALIO
SO
OU
.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
H.
Hupper
have
TOWN
OF
WARREN
Mrs. Herbert Wheeler entertained
organized. The schools are Camden,
rlnne Perkins, in behalf of Mystic' returnC(, frQm ^/fejeYhere Mr.
"THE JIUGlE OF THE PHOUE
The Selectmen of the town of War
the "Bridge Club" at the home of
| Rockport. Thomaston, and Rcckland. ,
ren hereby give notice, that the follow
6EU- IS MUSIC TO OUR.
Rabekah Lodge. Sixty were present., Hupper ,had employment piumbing
ing parcels of real estate wlll be sold
Mrs. William Vinal Monday night, as
Each school is to contribute a dollar { >
EARS'GIVE US AftlUG'.
every ledge in district 15 represented and Mrs Hupper visUed re,atlves and
for and ln behalf of the Inhabitants of
a surprise birthday observance for
towards a cup to be given the winner.1
said town, that they wlll receive sealed
with the exception of Golden Rod school friends.
olds for each parcel, the same to be
her. There were two tables of auc
The games will start the third week
opened at their office Dec 4. 1937 at
Ledge of Appleton. Guests were pres
tion and prize winners were Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Stanley have in January and the schedule is as
2 p m. Viz.:—Benjamin Bisbee lot 3
ent from Miriam Rebekah Lodge of
acres wood land. Adelbert Bucklin lot
Dana Stone, and Mrs. Howard Be
returned from a wedding trip and follows:
5 acres wood land. Clarence Butler lot
Rockland.
30
acres wood land and field. Samuel Doe
attie. The other guests were Mrs.
are residing at Port Clyde.
Jan. 12—Thomaston-Rockport at
Numbers on the program included:
ot 18 acres wood land. Hilliard Jones
Ellis C. Young. Mrs. Douglas B. Vinal.
Rockport.
lot
4 acres wood land. E W. Kenney lot
The Ladies' Circle held its latest
6 acres wood land. Nestor Nlkkola 2>.
Mrs. Clement Moody and Mrs. Edgar
Jan. 13—Rockland-Camden
at
session with Mrs. Niles Cameron and
acres meadow land. James Rollins lot
7 acres wood land. Fred Trowbridge lot ,
A. Ames.
will meet -with Mrs. Edith Maxwell Rockland.
LINETTE SUPERFINE
10 acres wood land, and Hannah Waldron '
Fred Jealous went Wednesday to
Jan. 19—Rockport-Camden
at
, next week.
lot 12 acres wood land. Right reserved
White Writing
to
reject
any
or
all
bids.
Brunswick to spend the Thanksgiving
48 folded sheets 4%x7%
Mrs. Frank Crockett has returned Camden.
EDWIN E. GAMMON. 1
THOMASTON
recess from Bowdoin College with
Jan. 20—Rockland-Thomaston . at
36 envelopes 4x5)4
ELBERT L. STARRETT
I from Franklin. N. H. where she visitTUESDAY, NOV. 30
OLARENCE PEABODY.
Daniel Healey, in New York city.
Thomaston.
Your name and address printed
I
cd
her
daughter
Mr.s.
John
Shepherd
Selectmen
of
Wtrren.
Me
‘ LOST HORIZON”
Mrs. Lionel F. Jealous, who with
Jan. 27—Thomaston-Camden at
on sheets and envelopes or mono139&141&143
n.
with
gTam on paper, address on enve
Miss Elsie Bridges has been visiting
Camden.
RONALD COLEMAN
Clyde M. Stanley and Lillian Brown
lopes. Blue, black, brown, green
her mother, Mrs. A. T. Sargent in
Jan. 27—Rockland-Rockport at
ink.
Alsa Shcrt Subject
ALFRED M. STROUT
were married Nov. 6 at the Baptist Rockland.
Leicester, Mass., for two weeks, re
$1.15 postpaid
j
parsonage
by
Rev.
Wesley
Stuart.
“
MERRY
CAFE
”
Insurance
turned home Monday.
Feb. 2—Camden-Rockport at Rock
Idtnisslon 15c and 25c
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Hupper visit port
Fire, Automobile, and Allied tinea
Miss Jean Crie was guest of honor
Show 7.30
ed Mr. and Mrs Colby Hupper re
THOMASTON, MAINE
The Courier-Gazette
at a surprise party given at her home
Feb.
3
—
Rockland-Thomaston
at
141-142
cently.
lOOStf
Rockland,
by a group of her frineds Monday’

THOMASTON

It Takes Fine Tea
To Make Fine Tea

In Everybody’s Column

At The High School

; LOST AND FOUND >

FOR SALE

TEA

MISCELLANEOUS

Rite-Best
Printed Stationery

WATTS HALL

Every-Other-Day
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Annual Service

Holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs. W.
W. Gregory, Center street .will be Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Rollins of Camden,
Miss Ruth Gregory of University of
Maine. Mrs. Nellie Perry of Rockville,
ond Mr. and Mrs. Alden T. Perry and
frmily.

Did you ever see a hobby bookhouse? Well, Miss Winifred Cough
lin is having one built for exhibit at
the coming hobby show. When visi
tors gather at the Community Build
ing, Dec. 7 and 8 the library corner
will attract all. Notice the fascina
ting shingles ahd clapboards! This
charming house will extend a friendly
invitation to enter, and it will be fun
to explore within. There one will
see, among other antique furnishings,
the old trunk that belonged to Nancy
Sleeper, filled with children's rare
paper-covered editions. And. too,
old editions and books on hobbies
i will delight the eye.

Scier

Makes

Obst

Thanksgiving

In gratitude to Ood for His loving
care and guidance during the past
year and in keeping with the proc
lamation Issued by the President of
the United States and the Governor
of our State. First Church of Christ
Scientist held its annual Thanks
giving service in the church edifice at
10.30 o'clock on the morning of
Thanksgiving Day.
Mrs. Nina Gardner, first reader,
read the Thanksgiving Proclamation
and continiMl the service by reading
After visiting the hobby house per selections from the Bible, after which
haps sport lovers will aim at Ernest
the congregation united In silent
C. Davis, for he will have a compact
show to offer. Eugene Lamb. Dr. prayer, followed by the audible repe
Walter Conley, John Durrell and tition of the Lords prayer with its
Ernest Crie are assisting, picking the spiritual interpretation as given in
proper equipment for hunting and the Christian Science textbook, “Sci
sporting. The equipment of old times ence and Health with Key to the
will appeal to many. The hunting Scriptures” by Mary Baker Eddy.
dog may bark at the fans, but it will
The Lesson-Sermon for Thanks
be a friendly bark.
giving Day given in the Christian 1
Dr. Edwin L. Scarlott Mrs. John Science quarterly and read in all j
Pomeroy and Major Blaney are col Christian Science Churches in the
lecting flne braided and hooked rugs. United States and in many other
This colorful display even calls to parts of the world followed the sec
mind stories of the past. Let this ond hymn. The golden text of the
Lesson was. “The Lord is my strength I
group tell of local histories.
and my shield: my heart trusted in
The chairmen know that the hobby him and I am helped; therefore my
enthusiasts will be eager to send a heart greatly rejoiceth; and with my
message to some friend telling about song I will praise him."—(Psalms
the surprises. It may be done right 28:7.)
here. W. B. D. Gray of Thomaston Among the Scriptural verses were
(short wave call WIGKC) will have included Isaiah 63:7, “I will mention
an exhibit that will attract every the loving kindnesses of the Lord,
person who enters the hall. Plan to and the praises of the Lord, according
send hobby show holiday greetings to all that the Lord hath bestowed
Ry radiogram. The service will be on us, and the great goodness toward
free. John Robishaw (WUN), Clark the house of Israel, which he hath
Staples <WIHZI). and Albert Cassidy bestowed on them according to his
will assist Mr. Gray with the air mercies, and according to the multi
tude of loving kindnesses."
traffic.
Automobiles are wearing the yellow At the close cf the lesson-sermon.
hobby show dress. Have you see Mrs. Damie Rose Gardner, the so
loist, sang “Thanks to God” by Wil
one?
son. The next period was completely
THF. Club met Monday night filled with testimonies of gratitude
with Mrs. Louis B. Cook. Bridge given by Christian Scientists. The
prizes were won by Mrs. Fred T. closing hymn was followed by the
Veazie and Mrs. E. C. Boody.
Scientific Statement of Being from
the Christian Science Textbook and
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Barter and the correlative passage from I John
daughter, Miss Ruth Barter, have 3:1-3 read by the first reader.
returned to Tenant's Harbor from The meeting was then concluded by
Lynn. Mass., where they spent several the benediction: "Be strong and of a
days with Mrs. Barter's mother, Mrs. good courage; be not afraid, neither
Read.
| be thou dismayed for the Lord thy
God is with thee whithersoever thou
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Robinson of
goest."
Avon, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Lynn
Dorothy Wotton.
Bangs and son Lynn of Canton arc
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Jones.
NORTH HOPE
Ocean street.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. West of
Augusta. Mr. and Mrs. John Creigh
ton of Ashburnham. Mass., and Ed
Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy Crane and ward O. Hellier of M.I.T.. Boston, will
Mrs. May Acheson will spend Thanks be holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
giving in Skowhegan with Mr. and Edward J. Hellier.
Mrs. Robert Crane and Kennedy
Crane. Lawrence Crane of Williams
Mrs. Isabel Twaddell is ill at the
College will also be a guest.
heme of her daughter. Mrs. Charles
Keene. 62 Fellsway West. Winter Hill.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice F. Lovejoy Mass. She would be glad to hear
Mrs. Flora Lovejoy and Miss Priscilla from her friends.
Lovejoy went Wednesday to Portland
to spend Thanksgiving with Dr. and
Miss Irene Weymouth of Washington, D. C is the guest of her
Mrs. Giles Grant.
mother. Mrs. Emma Weymouth, for
The Monday Niters met this week the holiday.
with Mrs. Austin Huntley. Limerock
Rev. .and Mrs. Charles A. Marstai
street. Prizes were awarded to Mrs.
John Mills. Mrs. Ellie Knowlton. Mrs. ier and the latter's mother. Mrs. Har
Lawrence Mills, and Mrs. O. B riet Hunt, are in Lisbon Falls at
Brown. A gutst prize was given to tending the golden wedding anniver
Mrs. Peter Edwards. It being the sary of the pastor's parents, Mr. and
birthday of Mrs. Van Russell and Mrs. William Marstaiier. The occa
Mrs. Demuth, the other members sion takes on added importance
gave them a “shower" of handker through the marriage of the couple's
son. Barnabas Marstaiier to Miss
chiefs.
Marion Clark of Framingham. Mass.,
Mrs. Leola Rose went to Portland which will be co-incident.
Monday to spend Thanksgiving with
Rounds Mothers Club met with
heir daughter, Mrs. Ogarita Rose
Mrs. Corwin Olds for the annual
Rugg.
meeting. Mrs. Rhama Phiibrick, Mis.
Commander and Mrs. Carl F. Snow Donald Cummings and Mrs. Dor.ald
have gone to Worcester for a second Kelsey serving as hostesses. Officers
visit, planning to remain about a elected for the coming yearf were
president. Mrs. Ralph Smith; vice
fortnight.
president. Mrs. John G. Snow, sec
Mrs. Helen Carlson left Wednesday retary-treasurer, Mrs. Archie Bowley.
for Portland to Join her son Edward A special meeting will be held soon
Carlson and family on a trip to Fox- the date to be announced.
boro. Mass., where a four generation
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Emery will
group of the Carlson-Carpenter fami
lies. will be Thanksgiving guests of entertain Thanksgiving Day, Mr and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Carpenter, at a Mrs. Richard Hcdsdon and son of
large gathering for a family dinner. Waterville, Mr. and Mrs Scott Kit
tredge of Portland, and Charles
Robert Dunton of Winthrop. Mass., Emery, Jr. of Colby College.
is visiting friends in Rockland, while
Students heme from college for the
having a two weeks' vacation from
the Eastern Steamship office in Bos holiday recess are: Elizabeth Till
Boston College of Dental Nursing;
ton.
Maizie Joy, James Pellicane, Samuel
The Four B's had a merry time Glover Edwin Edwards. Wilbur
Saturday night at the home of Miss Connon. Bates College; Ruth Oreg
Betty O'Brien when they met for ory, William Glover, Bcttty McAlary,
Eleanor Look, Barbara Orff. Ruth
luncheon and games.
Pike, Hervey Alien, Charles Havener.
Miss Elizabeth Blaney of Boston is Luciile Rankin, Edward Ladd. Don
the gutst of her brother Major ald Saunders, Meredith Dondis. Rich
George Blaney and family, for the ard Thomas. University of Maine:
holiday week.
Glenna Rankin Charleen Ramsdell.
Westbrook Junior College; Cobb Pet
Mrs. Dorothy Smalley was hostess erson, Springfield (Mass.) College;
to Chapin Class Tuesday night, the Gordon Flint, Bryant & Stratton
17 members attending devoting thelr Business School; Walter Barstow.
time to patchwork sewing. The next Bentley School of Accounting; Donna
meeting will be held with Mrs. Maude deRochemcnt, Charles Emery. Jr.
Comlns, Crescent street.
Colby College; Charles Merritt, Low
ell (Mass) Textile School; David
Mrs. Maude Blodgett was hostess
Hodgkins, Mass. College of Optome
to Itooevik Club Tuesday afternoon.
A New England prodtry’; Eoward Hellier, Mass. Institute At
Miss Eliza Steele, of the local Red
ucl
at
attractive
of Technology; Frederick Merritt,
Prices- Scud for frec
Cross, giving an interesting itinerary
Boston; .School of Practical Arts;
samPles
with new
of cne day's work. She was accom
Elizabeth Snow.
Boston Bouve
panied by the State Red Cross su
THOMAS
HODGSON
&
SONS,
INC.
School; William Anderson. Dart
pervisor. The Christmas seal posters
Concord Worsted Mills, Concord. N. 11.
mouth College.
130-Tb-lSO
were given out and the seals will soon
be sent to Rockland folk, who are
asked to help this good cause by tak
ing as many seals as possible and
FRIDAY AND
FRIDAY NIGHT IS
replying promptly. A Christmas
SATURDAY
BANK NITE
stocking, for the Clara Barton birth
THE
FIGHTIN'
REALLY
STARTS
place, containing 10 dimes was filled
... when his last bullet's gone
the camp, situated in North Oxford.
Mass, being for the care of diabetic
girts, ranging from three to twenty
years of age. ciaia Barton was the
founder of the Red Cross. Patch
work sewing occupied the remaining
time and refreshments were served.
The next meeting will be held Dec. 7
\ THf SIWC1KG COWIO’/
with Mrs. Katharyn St. Clair.

iHl'

URiefHUHDHL’
1
FORai
rj/B
Dm

Norma Ramsdell celebrated her
11th birthday by entertaining 14
friends at a party, Saturday after
noon The guests were, Vina Delmonico, Georgia Jackson. Beverly Cogan. Mabel Herrick. Glenlce But
man. Robert Philbrook. Ervin Woos
ter. Betty Kenniston. Eleanor Hall,
Joan Berman, Dolly Thompson and
Gilman and David Ramsdell. The
luncheon table was prettily decorat
ed in a pink and white color com
bination where two lovely cakes were

Christian

RAY MILLAND in
WINGS OVER HONOLULU

The snow storm of Saturday and
Sunday left the evergreen trees
heavily laden.
R. L. Caosn of Searsmont shot a
doe Mondr. y.
Alvin Per.y. wht is a student at
Rockland High School assisted his
father, L. H. Petry, at the mill Sat
urday.
Mrs. R. L. Coose of Searsmont vis
ited Sunday at the home of her
mother. Mrs. A. I. Perry. Callers at
the Perry residence that night were
Leonard Fish. C. Moore of Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Wentworth of Bel
fast. Frances Coose of Searsmont Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Bowden and daugh
ter Constance of Camden.
Mrs. L. H. Perry was given a sur
prise party Saturday night at her
home in Owl's Head, by 30 friends
and neighbors. A delightful evening
was passed in playing cards and other
games and partaking of refreshments.

. . . and
The Christmas
Store Is Ready!
IgThe spirit of Christmas has certainly
moved into Senter Crane's . . . our love
ly decorations are up . . . the counters
are loaded with every imaginable item
of Christmas merchandise . . . and Santa
is on his way to Toyland for his 1937
reign. Stop in, start to shop early and
enjoy a complete selection.

Help Make Up Your Christmas List
A Senter Crane
Charge Account
is a
Real Convenience

Gifts for every person on your list, be it large or small, can easily be found
among the vast selection we’ve collected.

knacks, home gifts, toilet goods items, books . .

notions, knick-

and many come in our new

Ready Friday Morning

„

SPORT COATS
Regular $19.50 and $22.50
Colors

Green, Wine, Rust.
Navy, Oxford, Tan

The largest assortment of 1 oys wc have ever
shown.

Wo are asked not to use the trade name but you will all
recognize the label

See the—

•

New iHorsman 'Drinking Doll with Layette.

•

Dionne Quints in Cradle or Basket.

•

Horsman Character Doll with Fur Trim Silk Coat.

•

Stuffed Animals and Teddy Bears.

•

Circus Clowns on Trapeze; they perform over a
safety net.

•

New Marble Games, Hockey, Golf, Bagatelle,
Auto Race, Neck and Neck.

•

Auto Magic Picture Gun with film and bulb,
all ready to show pictures on any wall.

•

Tee-nie Radio, and it really works,

•

Phone Sets,
$1.50
Fun for children, practical for grown-ups.

•

Postal and Western Union Sets.

•

New Playrola, any child can play it,

$1.59

•

Baby Grand Pianos,

$1-98

•

Yankee Flyer Sleds, real streamline, only $4.00

We are not waiting this year
Forty Dresses To Close Out
Reg. $7.50 Reg. $9.75 f

A manufacturer's close out
Regular $3.98 and $4.98

DRESSES

$2.00

•0 in the lot—Misses’ and Women's

Velocipedes, Trucks, Wagons, Doll Carriages,
Rocking Horses, Skis, Sleds, Games, 'Play Toys,
Child’s Furniture, Electric Trains.

BUY KLEENEX
gjiSut- G.-7£i6ue.

BOX!

The Comique Theatre
CAMDEN. MAINE

SPECIAL HOLIDAY DOUBLE FEATURE

-

We are ready to make

BOXWOOD WREATHS

STOCKINGS
-/I

Famous ‘‘Thigh-mold’’ by Mojud semi-service
and chiffon,
Mojud Black Heel Chiffons,
Van Raalte “Myth,"

$2.00 to $5.00 each

No-Mend Service and Chiffon,

If you want something more
“durable" ask for our new', ready
made—

No-Mend Giveables,

Weldon Heyburn and Jeanne Madden

Silsby’s Flower Shop

Also Movietone News

TEL. 318-W
ROCKLAND

140-tf

Quitch

OLIVIA de HAVILLAND

ALSO

for the cemetery

SILK

ZZd <^hvt4

MAKE A
WISH”

Boxwood Wreaths

371 MAIN ST.,

toys,

specially designed Christmas boxes.

BOBBY BREEN

“PINEWAY” WREATHS
$2.00, $2.25, $3.00 each

Clothing,

.Lhe Serv-a-Tissue box
is the regular 200 sheet KLEENEX package.
An old favorite has a new name! Only Kleenex
disposable tissues have this unique advantage.

London Girl Genuine Crepe,
Gordon V Line and Clocks,

Gordon Iridescent,
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INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
□

□

REPUBLICAN

DEMOCRAT

For Mayor

For Mayor
CHARLES M RICHARDSON.
239 Broadway. Ward Three

EDWARD R VEAZIE.
31 Talbot Ave.. Ward Three
□

Bernice F. Staples,
29 Admontem Avenue, Ward Two

Parker E. Worrey,
34 Chestnut Street. Ward Two

REPUBLICAN

DEMOCRAT

For Mayor

For Mayor

EDWARD IR. VEAZIE.
31 Talbot Ave., Ward Three

□ CHARLES M. RICHARDSON.
239 Broadway, Ward Three

Allen V. Sawyer,
32 James Street. Ward Two

For Member of School Board
Clara Curtis,
42 Brewster Street, Ward One

□

□

Freq W. Gray.
9 Rocky Hill Avenue. Ward One

□ G Sheldon Gray,
10 Chestnut Street, Ward Two

Mary E. Sylvester,
99 Camden Street Ward One
□

COUNTED THE FIRE ALARM

□
For Warden

0 James P. Aylward,
13 Clarendon Street, Ward Six

Leroy A Watson,
15 Otis Street, Ward Six
□

For Ward Clerk

For Waid Clerk

Ella T. Cates,
28 Linden Street, Ward Six

Pauline P. Schofield,
24 Oak Street, Ward Four

□

□ Janet W. Tait,
38 Holmes Street, Ward Six

□

□

WARD SEVEN

WARD FIVE

□

REPUBLICAN

DEMOCRAT

REPUBLICAN

DEMOCRAT

REPUBLICAN

DEMOCRAT

For Mayor

For Mayor

For Mayor

For Mayor

For Mayor

For Mayor

CHARLES M. RICHARDSON,
239 Broadway. Ward Three

EDWARD R VEAZIE
31 Talbot Ave.. Ward Three

For Alderman

For Alderman

□'

□

Fcr Member of School Board

Fcr Member of School Board
Allan F. McAlary'.
72 Talbot Avenue Ward Three

□ Vivian F Hewett.
23 Maple Street, Ward Three

Winifred C. Karl,
! 11 Granite Street, Ward Three

For Warden
Lola M. Smith,
38 Beech Street,

Ward Three

□

For Ward Clerk

Is Field Manager

Fcr Warden

Edward M. Tolman,
438 Aid County Road, Ward Seven

For Ward Clerk

□

□

For Ward Clerk

Etta S. Anderson,
253 Talbot Avenue. Ward Seven

Lura E. Doherty,
14 Columbia Avenue Ward Five

□

□

□

For Ward Clerk

□

Ethel M. Connon,
Weit Meadow* Road, Ward Seven

] Vernon O. Giles,
i 239 Cedar Street, Ward Seven

□

For Ward Clerk

Fcr Member of School Board

For Warden

Bernice Hatch,
114 Pleasant Street, Ward Five

□

□

□

For Warden

Alice Mae Luke,
Q Elizabeth H. Barton,
8 North Main Street, Ward Three
20 Orange Street, Ward Five

□

Robert M. Packard,
548 Old County Road, Ward Seven

□

□ Walter O. Dimick,
19 Orange Street. Ward Five

Russell E. Bartlett,
596 Old ’County Road. Ward Seven

Fcr Member of School Board

Flora G. Merchant,
6 Broad Street. Ward Five

For Warden

*

□

For Member of School Board

Arthur F Lamb,
22 Pleasant Street, Ward Five

□

□

For Warden

□

□

For Alderman

Simon D. Crosby.
453 Old County Road, Ward,Seven

William J. Sullivan,
99 Pleasant, Street, Ward Five

For Member of School Board

□

For Alderman

For Alderman

W'illiam J. Sullivan.
99 Pleasant Street. Ward Five

CHARLES M |RICHARDSON.
239 Brcadway. Ward Three

□

□
For Alderman

James P Kent.
33 Limerock Street. Ward Three

Q EDWARD (R. VEAZIE,
31 Talbot Ave., Ward Three

CHARLES M RICHARDSON,
239 Broadway. Ward Three

EDWARD R VEAZIE,
31 Talbot Ave.. Ward Three

□

□

’ with its bottle. It is simply expressing
□
itself.* Well, I have had only two,
serve Him by pursuing after Him.
but every time a baby expresses its ,
For Ward Clerk
and imitating Him.
personality by hitting its bottle on my
“Did you ever pursue anything?
Q
' head, I will express myself on its Madeline Lawrence.
65 Beech Street, Ward Three
Thev tell me girls don’t have to be
anatomy in another spot.
pursued now; they are hanging on
"Psychology doesn't take into con□
the branch, waiting to be picked. I sideratlon the fact that all life is -------------------------------------------- -----still think the girl who has to be ; made up of imitation. How did you mon will be: "The Cost of Salva- :
pursued is the worth-while girl. Boys. >«arn to «®t with a knife and fork? tion.'* Thursday night Laurie will
you find the girl who has to be pur- You women follow fashion. A bunch give his final musical program which j
sued. Did you ever pursue a Job? of imitators. Why do you speak with I will feature modern music. The |
It takes courage. Am I talking to j a broad A and down there in Ala- ' program will be found elsewhere. I

(Continued from Page One)

For Warden

□

□

□

For Ward Clerk

] Doris W. Damon,
i 80 Broad Street. Ward Four

Edith P. Atwood.
61 Main Street, Ward Six

□

□

For Ward Clerk

Fcr Member of School Board

Jesse E. Bradstreet,
57 Suffolk Street, Ward Six
□

Frank L. Newbert,
21 Masonic Street. Ward Four

□

□

For Ward Clerk

Nellis F. Grotton,
138 Camden Street, Ward One

Fcr Member of School Board

For Warden

For Warden

□ Marcellus M. Condon,
124 Main Street, Ward Six
□

□

□

□
For Alderman

Irving C, MacBride,
74 Mechanic Street, Ward Six

Harold E. Coombs,
64 Masonic Street, Ward Four

Q Clarence F. Joy,
198 Broadway, Ward Four

□

For Alderman

Fcr Member of School Board

Q

239 Broadway, Ward Three

□

□ Raymond C. Perry,
17 Masonic Street, Ward Four

For Member of School Board

CHARLES M RICHARDSON.

□

□

□

□ EDWARD R. VEAZIE,
3) Talbot Ave., Ward Three

For Alderman

For Alderman

For W ard Clerk

Francis D Orne.
117 Limerock Street. Ward Three

□
For Ward Clerk

□

CHARLES M. RICHARDSON,
239 Broadway, Ward Three

D

For Warden

Carroll L. Boardman.
6 Bunker Street, Ward One

For Mayor

□

□

For Warden

For Mayor

WARD THREE

Arthur W. Gray,
3 Adams Street. Ward One

Donald G. Cummings.
168 North Main Street. Ward One

For Mayor

Q j H. J. Philbrook,
Q Albert Cables,
116 North Main Street, Ward Two
46 Union Street, Ward Four

For Ward Clerk

For Alderman

For Member of School Board

For Mayor

□

For Warden

□

Louis R. Cates,
153 Camden Street. Ward One

DEMOCRAT

□

□
For Alderman

REPUBLICAN

□

□

Doris C Jordan,
□ i 38 Warren Street. Ward Two

DEMOCRAT

□

For Member of School Board

For Member of School Board

For Warden
□

REPUBLICAN

□

□

□

□

□

John iJ. Perry,
Q Ernest H. Quinn,
64 North Main Street, Ward Two
Tillson Wharf. Ward Four

John Bernet,
38 Rockland Street, Ward Two

WARD ONE

□

□ EDWARD R. VEAZIE.
31 Talbot Ave., Ward Three

For Alderman

For .Alderman

WARD SIX

WARD FOUR

WARD TWO

On receipt of his ballot the voter shall forthwith, and without leaving the
enclosed space, retire alone to one of the voting shelves or compartments so
provided and shall prepare his ballot by marking in the appropriate place a
cross (X) as follows: He may place such mark within the square above the
name cf the party group or ticket in which case he shall be deemed to have
voted for all the persons named in the group under such party or designation.
And if the voter shall desire to vote for any person or persons, whose name
or names are not printed as candidates in such party group or ticket, he may
erase any name or names which are printed therein and place a cross iX> in
the square at the right of the name of the candidate of his choice in any
other party group or ticket.
Or. as an optional method of voting, the voter may omit the cross (X)
in the party square and place a cross (X) in the blank square at the right o.
the name of each candidate he wishes to vote for. If the voter wishes to
vote for a candidate whose name is not on the ballot he may write the name
under the name of the candidate erased Or. if the voter does not desire to
vote for a person or persons whose name or names are printed upon the
party group or ticket he may erase such name or names with the effect that
the ballot shall not be counted for the candidate or candidates whose names
are so erased.
Stickers shall not be counted unless used to fill a vacancy or correct an
error in the printed ballot.
E. R KEENE.
City Clerk.

Every-OtKer-Day

Dorothy M. Baxter,
West Meadow Road. Ward Seven
□

□

Jn health and was able to be in the
civic pride of the Rotary, the Kiwanis
SEARSMON'l
pulpit and offer prayer Sunday
and the Lions Clubs and on the ex11/1.*, Util
f.m/Ln Clints ta »» I » tl
i • tl
pirience of the welfare agencies.
i Colby A. Moore and Leonard Fish morning.
Whitehill of Camden C?
Don t Let Them Lie There, one Of the agencies best qualified
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,
,
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.
—
.
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“
,
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Rockland dined Sunday at the
C. C. IPineo of Montreal has been
Newspaper Work r or rubUnused — Remember the t0 cooperate with your local comhome of Mr. and Mrs. F. Adelbert at hls farm and cottage recently.
mittee
is,
of
course,
the
Salvation
any man here tonight who is dis- bama the-v sPeak differently? Simply Charlie will preach a Thanksgiving
licity Bureau Assignment
Needy’s Christmas Tree
Army, which has excellent facilities Dunton. They were amazed to find
couraged? Don't get discouraged, because they have learned their in- sermon, his subject “Our Eternal |
A Thanksgiving service was held at
for collecting such gifts and responds about four inches of snow here on tbe Community Methodist Church,
There is bound to be a turn. I know flections of speech by Imitation. All Thanksgiving.' Friday night is to be
Announcement has been made by
Here is a new idea for those of us
quickly to a telephone call. There thelr arrival.
it is easy to talk I have also hunted right, why should we not learn to Baptist and Salvation Army night, Harrie B. Coe. manager of the Maine
Sunday morning, with a program
who dread spring housecleaning:
are manj’ others. The Volunteers of
a job. I helped build one of the to»Ute Jesus in just the same way? when seats will also be reserved for
Qf
appomtment
consisting
of: “Doxology; hymn,
The Ladies Aid will hold a Christ
combine it with the Christmas
America distribute things to the fam
submarines during the war. I have a Love, goodness, meekness, temper-, them on the main floor. These reser"From All that Elwell Below the
mas
sale
Dec.
1
fashioned
on
cafeteria
spirit.
Why
wait
until
spring?
Why
lot of sympathy for a man who ls ance self-control, were characters- vations are good for each night up °f *• E- Whitehill of Camden as
ilies of men in prison. The social
Skies;'' quotations from the Gover
hunting a Job Like the boy who ‘tics in Christ which we may imi- \ until 7.30. Charlie's subject Friday! Field Manager of the Bureau. Mr. not make a festive occasion of the service departments of many hos £tyle. Mrs. Bertha Wills is chairman nor's Proclamation, read by Mrs. Etta
weeding out and sharing of our us
tnd committees are: Mrs. Francella
pitals dispose of clothing.
The
went into a man's office and said,
night will be “Sold to the Highest Whitehill. who has Just severd his
poem,
"Thanksgiving
able surplus possessions? Things
Moody, Julia Levenseller, Caroline Marriner;
Goodwill Industries, from Maine to
‘I am your new office boy.' The man The Californian and the Christian Bidder "
connection in newspaper work wul
Prayer," read by Mrs. Russell Knight;
which have ceased to be useful to us,
Adams,
fancy
table;
Mrs.
Flora
Dun

take up his new duties immediately,
Night Program
California, recondition clothes and
looked up in surprise and said, ‘It ’ »>—,— Charlie ----prayer, ,by the pastor, Rev. Gardner
I things we are tired of, could begin
In conclusion,
gave his II Laurie’s Thursday
with
headquarters
In
Portland.
household equipment in their shops, ton, Mrs. Mabel Cobb and Mrs. Ber Wills; responsive reading. “ThanksNursery
Rhyme
Variations.
is true that I have advertised for an third answer to the question "What
life
all
over
again
under
our
neigh

Arr. by Laurie Taylor
Mr. Whiteill is not a stranger to!
and serve the double purpose of giv tha Wiley, sandwiches, doughnuts;
Rachmaninoff
office boy, but I had not engaged one. does it mean to follow Jesus?" "It Prelude G ma),
Mrs. Nellie Drinkwater, coffee, fooa
Day' conducted by Mrs. Franbor's Christmas tree. Why not do it
Mousorgsky Portland for after graduating from
i Hopsak.
ing employment and salvaging dis
Listen, young man, the man who means to win others to Him. Have ' Claire de Lune.
cella iMoody; hymn, "Come, Ye
and make housecleaning a joytable;
Harriett
Knight.
Hattie
Morse,
^ibert Yale University in 1914 he was for now,
'
carded articles.
Tuskegee and
works for me must be able to have a you ever met a genuine Californian?
Thankful People. Come';' Scripture
Fountain*11** DonkeJ'
i ful, friendly act?
1 several years located in Portland in
Hampton Institutes, the Penn School Lottie Sweetiand candy table; Addit
motto he follows. Have you a motto?' He will tell you of the blue of the I Turkey in the Straw,
Mother should not do this Christ- in South Carolina and the Calhoun TemPleton. Evelyn Buck, Belle Low- reading, by Mrs. Gardner Wills;
Gieig charge of the State activities of the j
'Yes. sir; it is on your door: Push!’ sky; he Will tell you Of the redwood ; Butterflies.
poem, •’Thanksgiving,” read by Mrs.
rif Bumble
oumoir Bee
dee
„
„
t
mas salvage work alone, however. School In Alabama know the needs of lI1' Jenn:e Caswell, grahs.
The Flight of the
Rimsky-Korsakoff-GaiiicoTexas Company. He enUsted in the Every member Qf thp
Now, that boy is going to get some trees that now stand 230 feet in the
Belle Howes; topic, "Adventures of
Laurie
Taylcr
Army
Slumber Song.
in Portland and served as
Negroes and are eager to receive all
Carl Wentworth bagged a deer the Fllgrims," by Harold Cobb; readwhere, do you see?
Laurie Taylor |
should Join in a hunt through closets.
air, and will talk to you of pines. Sunny Jna
...
, „
. The March of the Caucasian,
Captain with Maine troops ln
the
A11 oj kinds of useful goods. The American Monday, making the total six to date mg. "The First Thanksgiving” by
"In one place a fellow told me. cypress trees that
grow actually out
Ipolltow-Iwanow-- World
Chief.
j War.
»
Merchant Marine Library Associa- ■in -■
this locality.
Mrs. Harold Cobb; reading. “The
•What.you need today is pull.' I still of the rocks on the Pacific
them should overhaul their books.
Arr. by Laurie Taylor
tion. the Seamen's Church Institute
To his connection with tlje Maine I
believe that the fellow who has push blended
all kinds of shapes „y
Mrs. Mary Bryant, who Is ln Bos- Gratitude of Great Souls," by Mrs.
If it is put ln the light of an op
and the American Library Associa
Publicity Bureau, Mr. Whitehill
will eventually get there. The boy or the wlnd He wil, show you the
ton on a business trip, will visit rela- Arthur Templeton; hymn, "America;’
portunity for Christmas giving in
UNION
I brings a valuable experience in ad
tion have branches in many cities
tives in that State before returning, remarks and closing prayer, by the
girl who has courage and determi- orange trees, the magnificent groves,
which all members of the family can
and welcome good books and maga
vertising. publicity and sales manage
nation will some day say ‘I earned ,
did you ever me€t a christian
Rev. Gardner Wills is Improving pastor.
Join, they will probably be surprised
Church of the Nazarene
zines.
ment. For several years he was an
my way in here.' All right, if you who would tel, you how much Jesus
by
the
things
which
turn
up
on
the
The pastor’s text Sunday was “As I active partner ln an advertising
are to be a follower of Jesus that i had done for him, His sins were for.
pile to be given away. Here, for in
This movement could be made to
sorrowful,
yet alway rejoicing; as agency in New York city handling
Is what He wants. Willingness to go g(ven God was his Father, and
stance. is an overcoat which father echo through every community in the
many
well-known
advertising
acpoor, yet making many rich; as hav
to work for Him. to pursue after | Heaven was his home
has treasured for years, thinking the United States It would help
“You have lived beside neighbors' ln8 nothing, and yet possessing all counts Including hotels and travel
Him and grow more like Him every
time might come when he would draw communities together, whether
accounts.
day.
for ten years, and have found out | things.” Thanksgiving Day exercises
Returnlng t0 Maine
1935 he hafi wear it again. But there are shiver- (Iarge or small. lt would make them
“THE BARRIER”
When You Can Imitate Jesus
purely by accident that they were followed the study period in the had opportunity to engage in con ing men walking the streets without consclous of the needs of those who
any coats at all these days. Or here have t00 uttle and ,t wou,d offer ,he
Christians.
Maine
spends
lots
of
;
church
schoo
,
"But there is the other word, ’imi
siderable publicity work. In the is an old quilt, preserved in moth- chance for a fea, communlty chrlst.
, J
.
tators.' You cannot imitate Jesus money on publicity. Every person Recitations included
“I’m Thank- summer of 1935, he planned and di balls as befits an heirloom
You mas Min)sters would surely be glad
Christ until you know Him as your who comes from Maine says they are
ful for God. Mother, and Home" by rected the publicity of the Penob thought time and time again that it t0 announce thls campalgn from their
Saviour. You must know Him as Lord glad to hear me say I love Maine.
scot Bay Antique Loan exhibition was too good to part with, but re
and Master before you can follow You are ready to talk about Maine. •. Hester Cargill and Perry McEdwards; which attracted over seven thousand i member that there are children who pulpits; local radio stations, news
Why "The Church,’ Joicey McEdwards visitors to Camden. His direction of
papers would gladly give information |
Him. To take up His cross means to Knox County, your home.
go to bed wrapped in newspapers, and about R In many communities fire. j
be as much like the original as pos shouldn't you talk about Jesus Christ and Iva Howard; ..m Thankful for the publicity for Camden’s first win
still are cold.
, men bave for years generously helped '
to win someone else for _ .
...
, _ ,
sible. We are told by some of the and try
• • • •
_
.... , , ..
Baby Sister, Mother and Daddy, and ter carnival in the winter of 1936
Him?
The
average
attitude
is
’
I
am
J
similar campaigns. Merchants, Boy [
psychologists that people should ex
helped draw to Camden close to 10.Be very careful about one thing. Scouts. Girl Scouts, would surely be!
press themselves. California pro a Christian, but don't let anybody m-v Sunday School Teacher" by 000 spectators and participants ln
Don't give rubbish. Rubbish is no helpful volunteers in the work of colvides more psychologists than any find about it. The reason we don't Dwight Howard, Leatrice Cummings a successful carnival weekend. The
good to anyone. Clean and renovate iecting the gi{ts
State I know. They say, ‘When a ! do it is that we haven’t the courage ' and Junior Cummings; “I'm Thank- direct outgrowth of Camden’s first
what can be salvaged. What you are
baby breaks a bottle, let it break its jt0 °be>' t!le challenge of Jesus.
j Iul fOr Love Bible and Pood" by
On Christmas morning some attics
Carnival is the Camden Snow Bowl looking for is gifts, something you would
emptier but some bare
bottle. It is just an expression of
Will you say tonight. To me to Raymond and Stanley Carlton; 'development, a complete winter can enjoy giving, something you
homes
would
be better furnished.
the baby s personality.
Iive is Christ and I give my life, j .lOhurch of the Nazarene," Mrs. jsports area constructedentirely
by would be proud to see someone else
Moths
might
have less food this
"If the baby wants tohit your head m>’ a11 to Himmatter what the CUnton Cummlngs -Thanksgiving 1 volunteer labor.
enjoy. A good test of what to give winter, but many human beings
with its bottle, let it hit your head "orld thinks, from this moment on, i Gay „ Nehemiah Ames; "Come Again" In hls newspaper work lnMaine,
ls whether you would be glad to re would be warmer.
___________________ the life that I
now live for the sake ... ,
„...
Mr. Whitehill has been Interested ceive it yourself.
'
! Wesley Hilt.
Here seems to me an idea which
j of the Christ who gave His life for
The Rainbow Class sang the clos- mainly in the development of com
To collect and distribute these gifts would be both far-reaching and good
I me. Listen:—will you fight or run?
munity
projects
in
many
of
the
east

ing song. A stirring message at the
effectively should not be difficult, if fun gurely Americans have the or.
Accept or reject? Take up the Cross
j evening service was entitled "The ern and northern Maine towns.
one person in each community makes ganizati0Ili common sense and good
and follow Christ. I ask you honIn furthering this work he has it his Job to provide leadership, and
Revival We Need.” At the devowill to carry it out successfully.
i estly, earnestly to say, ‘God helping
1 tional service tonight the pastor will worked closely with Service Clubs, if the rest of the community is will- | Christmas is the time of year when
j me, I will leave sin and serve Him!
ask those who attend to read an ar Chambers of Commerce and other lng to cooperate. A committee should we ought to remember how much
From today, I accept Him as my Saticle from “The Herald of Holiness." local organizations. His new work be formed to work with the organ more blessed it is to give than it is
vious, and my Lord.
Sunday morning worship at 10 with the Bureau will enable him to izations which know who the needy to keep!
More Negro Spirituals
o'clock; Bible School at 11.15 and the assist personally with others of the are, so that the gifts may be properly j
—By Eleanor Roosevelt
staff of the Maine Publicity Bureau apportioned and distributed.
Wednesday night will be Meth evangelistic evening service at 7.
A gay moment in Rex Beach’s "The Barrier,” with Leo Carlllo and Jean
in many worthwhile projects in the
Everyone who reads this appeal j
odist and Congregational night.
Parker who are featured in thc film with James Ellison. The east includes a
Seats
will
be
reserved
for
Waterproof truck covers and spray State and at the same time to ac can help push the campaign. The
long list of film favorites, including Otto Kruger, Robert Barratt, Andy Clyde,
them on the main floor. Charlie and hoods made to order. Old covers quaint the people of the State more time for organization is now. Take
Allison Richards, Sara Hayden and J. M. Kerrigan. The film was directed by
Laurie will sing some more negro waterproofed. Awning service. Rock fully with the value of the work of the it up with your clubs and your
fes Selander,—adv.
churches, draw upon the energy and
Bureau.
•
spirituals. The subject of the ser- land Awning Co., 16 Willow St.

Attic Treasures

AT THE STRAND FRIDAY-SATURDAY

READ THE ADS

'Ssweyftcney

